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4.

Holastrand, L. An intrcduction to the UAL project. Background, problems

and design. Pedagogic* Forokn4no Uppsala, No. 2, 1975,

69 pp.

The report describes the background, almond design of the PAL project

(English in the elementary school), &project financed by the National

Board of Education.

As *background to the project, a survey of how teaching of English

from the 1940s throughtbe great school reforms has assumed an increasing-

11,v brdportant position within the comprehensive school is included. English

is now ccapcdsorV for all pupils and star,* in grade 5.

Developnents in foreign language teaching in the elanentary schools of

other countries is then reviewed as well as psycholinguistic and other

research which has investigated different aspects of foreign language

learning in the olementarygrades.

The adm of the VAL project is to make a detailed Investigation of the

effects of beginning the study of English in the second term of the first

grade. Ile total amount of time for instruction during the first six

grades is the same in the experiment as in the regular curriculum for

grades 3-6.

The experiment is being conducted in the schcol +district of Vaster/a,

where an experimental group and a control group (which began English in-

strIction in grade 3), each consisting of 24 classes are teing comparei

in various areas from grade 1 thrcugh grade 6. Another group of pupils,

which started English instructica invade 4 and wdll have had fewer total

hairs of instruction, has also been investigated in less detail.

The report concludes with a summary of four special investigative46 which

are being conducted within the general framewmrk of the project.
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ORIGINS OP TER PRWECii AND WORK DURING ?RE INTRODUCTORY SVCS

Ile Initiative behind the EPAL project came fronmcdern languages methods

lecturers at the Uppsala School of Education. Doing the autumn of 1960

they contacted tbe then Assistant Professor at the Degorummttof Educa-

tional Research of Uppsala University, Karl-Georg Ahlstram, whoms in

charge of a special research department for language learning. An initial

planning meting was held in December 1968 by the lecturers, Ass. Prof.

Ahlstr5n and the writer. Apart from reasons for Englieh studies in com-

prehensive school beginning at an earlier juncture, discussions at this

meeting also centred mond the statue of second and third foreign lan-

guages or, as they are termed in Swedish, B and C languages. RougA guide-

lines were drawn up for studies of various starting points and tinsel-

locations for the teaching of modern languages, and Ass. Prof. Ahlstree "

uus asked to submit a project description to the National Board of Educe-

tkos, together with an application fora grant towards studie* primarily

concerning an earlier commencement of English teaching. The plan subse-

quently drawn up for a project concerning the teaching of English at the

junior level of comprehensive school (EPAI.) was presented in the School

Research News Letter 19695, published by the National Board of Education.

The application for a grant was sympathetically received by the National

Board of Education, which placed an initial grant at the disposal of the

EPAL project with affect frog the fiscal year 1969/70. At the same time

the Department of Educational Research at the Uppsala School of Education

came into being with the appointment of Karl-Georg Ahlstrem to a profes-

sorship. During this introductory stage, the work of the project followed

the guidelines mentioned above. A reference group comprising Professor

Ahlstram (tutor) and the three subject experts and lecturers Sten G. Hell-

state, Sven G. Johansson and PerMaleberg Mit regularly to plan and direct

the work to be conducted by a working group. To begin with, the working

gem* comprised two teachers, namely Kerstin Sundin and Bo Janson (who

were mainly responsible for the design of teaching materials), Lennart

Linen, B.A., who served as project leader starting in 1970/71, and Lars

Noinstrand,N4A., who 142$ primarily responsible for planning and for mea-

surements of varicus kinds.

Comprehensive planning work has conducted during the introductory phase

of the project both by the working group and by the reference group. A
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6.

amber of points, ranging from predominantly practical problems to more

complex theoretical issues, were discussed in delail at the frequently

held project meetings before decisions were taken. The most important

problems discussed at thesemeetings concerned the allocation of the

total number of knglish periods between grades width was both interest-

ing and amenable to investigation, the choice of experimental area and

experimental groups, and the plan of comparison or the ',design!' of the

investigation. During this introductory phase of the project, a very

treat deal of work also centred round the planning of the English teach-

ing materials which it was decided mad have to be constructed in order

for the project plans to be realized.

As the project advanced, it was found that there were various subsid-

iary problems which were closely bound up with the main topic of con-

sideration and whichNmuld be worth going into. Thus Lillemor Lewin,

B.A., embarked on a study of the development of English pronunciation

skills among children, and Lena Rehnstram, B.A., conducted classroom

observations of tho teaching process in various experimental groups.

The teaching material designers, gerstin Sundin and Do Janson, also

found interesting problems to Investigate. One of the most interesting

problems of method which they had to solve while werking on the teach-

ing material concerned the best introduction to the reading of English.

They developed a model of reading introduction which was later tried

cot in various ways in the experimental groups. Lennart Linell even-

tually came to concentrate above all on the situatke of immigrant

children, a topic for which the large proportion of immigrant children

living in VlsterAs (where the EPAL project is being conducted) provides

ample research material.

PURPOSE AND ARRANGENEW OP TRES REPORT

The purpose of this report is to provide a general description of the

background to EPAL project and an account of its development during the

Introductory planning stage.

Byway of a background, the report begins with a short history of the

teaching of modern languages in compulsory school in Sweden from the

1940s onwards. Consideration is then given to the early conmencement

of foreign languages in other countries, including the FLES (Foreign

Languages in the Elementary School) movement in the U.S.A. and the

French Project in England. This is followed by a presentation of the

1 0



arguments put forward in favour of the introduction of foreign language

studies at elements?), school levels. The badkground description then con-

cludes with a survey of researcli in this field.

It shouldise borne in mind that the chapter concerning the background to

the EPA project refers to conditions up to and including the end of the

1960s (when the project began).

Subsequent developments uill be dealt with in future reports.

The next chapter is concerned with the research problems which had to be

tackled in the course of the project. These concerned the effects to the

early commenceaent of English studies in the SWedish school system.

This chapter starts uith a description of the choice of a suitable real-

location of the teaching tine available for English prior to *definition

of the aims of the project.

Thechapter concerning the design of the project describes the choice of

experimental area, experimental groups, plan of comparison and control

variables. The construction of teachim materials undertaken as part of

the project is also touched on.

The report ends with a brief description of the various subsidis - in-

vestigations coming within the framework of the EPAL project or related

to it.

1 1
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The advent of the EPAL project maybe regardai as a natural continua-

tion of the development of modern languages teaching in the Swedish

compulsory school during the past decades. With the establishment

of the present comprehensive school, a growing proportion of teach-

ing activities ems to centre round foreign languages. Betwren the

1940$, whicb were dominated by the activities ot two major camissions

on future education FolicY, the 1940 and 1946 School Commissions,and

the present day, the role of foreign languages - particularly English

- in schools has been radically transformed. ;terms previously it

was reserved for a liadted number of students (who either went on to

higher schooling after elementary school or else came from school

districts which applied for and obtain special permission fraa the

National Ward of 5ducation for the arrangasent of foreign language

studies), the study of English is not, conpulsory for all pupils in

grades 3-9, making English one of the most inportant proficiency sub-

jects co the timetable of comprehensive school today.

Anumber of important stages in this development process are worth

studying more closely in order to fill in the bacigraual to the PAL

project. A retrospect will therefore be given here of the status of

forei8n languages in Swedish cmpulsory schools fran the 19405 on-

ward01.

A- The 1940 and 1946 School Omissions

Conditions in the eally.19491

The elementary school syllabus at the beginning of the 19405 did not

enjoin the study of any foreign language, though foretgn language

studies were conducted in a nuMber of school districts abich had ap-

plied for and obtained special pemission from the Naticmal POard of

Education for the arrangement of Englishor Oman lessons. Usually

these lessons took place in grade 7 or glade 8 and totalled four or

five periods perimoek.

*This account will be purely descriptive and accordineywill not
include any detailed analysis or interp4tation of the OUrSe of

12'
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It should be emphasized that these amenities were only provided in a frac..

tion of the total number of school districts in Sweden, although a dis-

tinct inerease could be observed between 1933 (27 districts) and the

school year 1942/43 (61 districts). (57.1 1944:21, pp. 68-71).

B4SOMS for the introduction of foreign.langms

Both the 1940 and the 1946 School Commissions were dissatisfied with the

statedadiairs described above. Thus the 1946 Comaission ebserved in

its report, presented in 1948, that "the absence of foreign language is,

for the citizen, every seritosdediciency in the subject repertoire of

compulsory schools" (SOd 194827, f4 7), while the 1940 Commission reaarkei

as follows:

"Incur opinion, with the passrge of time, increasingly
powerful arguments have been put iiimard in favour of
the inclusion of foreign languages in the elementary
school syllabus." (SOU 1946:11, p. 282).

The report of the 1940 Commission continues:

"In general, knoilodge of foreign lan-

guages is of great value to the individual, irrespec-
tive of his nr her position in society, as witness not
only the language teaching hitherto estAblished in ele-
mentary schools but also the large audiences attracted
by broadcast language teaching and the large numbers of
people attending languages courses run by various educa-
tional associations and study circles. *rower, both
the cultural and material development of cur society
and the various lively connections belweenSaeden and
other countries under normal conditions have generated
a need for the knowledge of foreign languages even among
sections of theinpulation which are unable or unwilling
to let their children centime their education beyond
the period of ccapulsory schooling." (Ibid).

Reference was also made to the need for a knowledge of foreign languages

in various branches of working Iife, in the sports wavement , scouting,

trade union activities of various kinds and political associations.

The 1946 School Cmanissionpt forward similar arguments:

"If a modern language - the most obvious choice being
English- should be nsde obligatory in empanel
school, this would do a great deal to bridge a tradi-
tional educational gap. A windo4 onto the world would
be opened for the great najority of the population. The
need for knowledge of at least one foreign language is
becoming wore and more pronourced in working life and
in the activities of voluntary organizations." (SOU
1948:27, p. 7).

13
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!wens for :loosing EL4114.

As has alreadi been intimated, Erelish was the language that people

had in rind When they spoke of obligatory language studies. There

were probably many reasons fer the self-evident pre-eminence of

English during the 1940s, but the current state of language tiach-

ing in elementary schoolst must have been a very weighty considera-

tion.

"So far English had been taught in about 90 per cent
of the language-studying classes and German in no
more than about 10 per cent." (9(U 1946:11, p. 284).

The reasons advanceS by the 1940 Commission for this heavy prepond-

erance of English studies included the following.

"Educationally speaking, English_ with its siapier
grammatical stricture, has been considered a more
suitable beginners' language than German. The need
for a knowledge of English has hen found to be on
the increase in this ccuntry, aal English is more
widely spaken internaxionalty than any other lan-
guage. English bulks far larger than any other lan-
guage in voluntary educational activities in this
country. All of these considerations pcdnt in favour
of English being made the first language to be studi-
ed." ((Ibid).

The Camnission also noted that proposals were afoot for the replace-

nent of Gennan by English as the, beginners' language for junior sec-

ondary school, inferring that English should be the first language

tote introduced in elementary school as well.

The prorsals made by the School.Comaissions

Therewere a number of fundamental issues on uhich themmabers of

the 1940 School_ Cannission were unable to agree. /his u= above all

the case on the subject of differentiation, i.e. the question as to

whether pupils should be divided into different lines. Cpinions were

also divided concerning the camoencement of English. The majority

favoured English in grades S and 6 for pupils intending t; go on to

junior secondary school and English as from grades 7 and 8 for other

pupils. (ln other leirdS, an early differentiation was advocated). The

minority, on the other hand, wanted all pupils to study English from

grade 6. (SOU 1946:11).

*As mentioned eariier, certain school districts had obtained per-

mission from the National Board of Education 03 organize the
teaching of foreign languages.

14



Hbwever, the proposalsimade by the 1940 School Commission were more or

less overruled by the 1946 School Commission, which in 1948 submitted a

main report outlining a nine-year system of comprehensive schooling. In

the chapter of this report dealing with the goals of the scheol system,

the 1946 Commission presented its proposals concerningEnglish teaching

in the following terms:

"Vocational training andlorking life, the activities
of voluntary organizations, travel and cultural require-
ments today vould all seem to indicate that every Swedish
man cm woman needs at least an elementary knowledge of
the najor international languages. lhe reasaudgmcourse,
therefore, is for pupils attending compulsory school to be
taught English.
The Commission proposes that English be introduced as a
regular school subJect as from grade S and that the study
of English be made compulsory up to and including grade 7."
(SOU 194827, p. 29).

Experimental activities

The report of the 1946 Commission led to a resolution of principle by the

Riksdag in 1950 for the int,duction of the nine-year comprehensiVe schooik

first, however, this resolution provided for &period of experimentation,k.

At the request of the 1946 Commission, fourteen local authorities (munic-

ipalities) had already obtained Government permission for the commence-

ment of experimental activities in the school year 1949/SO, and following

the 1950 resolution of principle, the scale of such activities rapidly in-

creased, so that by the school year 1961/62, which was the terminal year

of the experimental period, practically half the children of school age

in Sweden were attending experimental schools. (Isling 1974, p. 101).

A The various reports of both Commissions had previously been circulated
for comment and extensively debated. Cf SOU 194905 and Isling (1974).

AiL twins to a conflict of opinions within the special Riksdag committee
set up to stely the matter, a compromise statement was drawn up which,
however, was variously interpreted, since the committee reommmended
the Jai-eduction of a nine-year comprehensive school "insofar as the
intended experimental activities point to the suitability thereof."
(SEU 1950:1, p. 179). The opponents of the conmrehensive school felt
that a new school system should be introduced cogy_if the experimental
activities Fmoved the comprehensive school to W-luperior to the old
system, while the advocates of the comprehensive school merely regarded
the experimental scheme as a means of settling points of detail. The
resoltstions Fassed by the Riksdag in 1956 and 19S7 were a victory for
the pro-ccormehensives.

15



Under the experimental scheme, English was compulsory for grades

5-7k, in keeping with the proposals made by the Ummission. Accord-

ing to "Time Khedules and main items of instruction for the experi-

mental nine-year cemprehensive school, issued by the National Boasi

of Education for the school years 1955/58" (comeonly abbreviated:IA),

English was allotted four periods per week in grade 5, six in grade

6 and 3.5 in grade 7; see Table I. Iv grade 8, English was an option

for which four weekly periods were allocated, while in certain cases

in grade 9 it was allotted three periods per week. ln class 9g, how-

ever, which was the preparatory class for upper secondary school,

English was compulsory and carried three periods per week (lbid.,

pp. 24-25).

Elementary schools were also given the opportunity of providing

English lessons in grades 5-7.

The temporary time schedules for Em;lish issued in 1951 allotted

five periods per week for the teaching of the subject in grades 5-7.

(Current News from the National Board of Education 1951:13-14, p.

191). The 1955 Elementary School Curriculum (U SS) fixed the total

numbers of English periods at four periods per week in grade 5,

six periods per week in grade 6 and four periods per week in grade

7 (pp. 45-46)1k. The eight-year and nine-year elementary schools

were also allowed to provide English lessons in grade 8 and grades

8-9 respectively, in which case three periods per week were allocat-

ed.

i With the exception of certain pupils who were unable to assimi-
late the instruction. The proposals made by the special com-
mittee were regarded: "Although as a rule all pupils should be
given the cpportunity of studying English, if it transpires that
continued participation is not producing the intended progress,
the pupils should, following a test period which may vary in
duration as between different groups of pupils, be occupied
with other subjects in which they can derive greater benefit
fnxn the instruction received." (SAU 1950:1, p. 176).

AA A time schedule %Ids also provided for classes in which, follow-
ing a resolution by the local education authority, no English
lessons were to be provided.

16
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13.

The following table is a summary of the above mentioned English time ache&

vies for grades 5-7.

Table 1. English time schedules for grades 5-7 of crebensive school
as per Toh ana for elementary school as per Current News froa
Board of Education 1951 and U SS.

Period per wk

Grade
6 7

Comprehensive school (Tob) 4 6 3.S

Elementary schoo: (Current News) S 5 5

Elementary school (U SS)

guestions of timing

4 6 4

The question of themost suitable juncture at which to begin the teaching

ofmodern languages has been a constantly recurring problem in connection

with reforns of the Swedish school systes. There has been no shortage of

viewpoints from different quarters, and often there has been quite a con-

siderable conflict of opinions. Thus in one of its reports the 1940 School

Commission had the following observation to make:

"bunny places, not least among language teacher them-
selves, it has long been contended that the teaching
of foreign languages should begin at the earliest possi-
bole stage so as to adhieve good results, and that to this
end languages shmzld be allotted a fairly large *lumber
of periods per week in relation to other subjects. Others
again team contended that, if the pupils Weft to begin
with a reasonably comprehensive and fundamental course in
their native language and their studies of foreign lan-
guages deferred until a more mature age, the same results
could be expected from language instructionowith a some-
what smaller allocation of weekly periods." (SOU 1944:21,
p. 267).

The 1946 Commission observed that "the best juncture for the commencement

of the various languages is a much debated question of pedagogics." (SOU

1948:27, p. 157). The CCOMiSSiOn felt that due heed shcold be given to

the know facts of linguistic maturity, ana it maintained that, according

to the language psychologists, children could assimilate foreign lan-

guages at far earlier ages than had ever been attempted in Swedish school .

The commission also made the important observation that the timing of len

page studies depended on "the goal defined and the methods used", and

continued:

"If the aim is complete bilingualism and if direct methods
are adopted, instruction can already be started at the age
of three years. If the aim isto familiarize the pupils with

17
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the forego language Wit with a clear pmeponderance
in favour their own language, the study of the foreign
language can start when the children's knowledge of
their own language is firmly established (at the age
of six). If on the ember hand the aim ismerely to
equip the children with an auxiliary language, and
if to this end methcds are employed which incorporate
the study of gramwar, studies must be postponed until
the children art ready to cope with more abstract
combinations (between the ages of elzven and thir-
teen)." (Ibid.).

In the 1950 Bill concerning the introduction of the nine-year ccmpre-

hensive school on an experimental basis, the Minister responsible

(Josef Weijne) als t. had sonething to say concerning the tining of

language studies. Retailing the importance of "the method of lan-

guage teachine he pmesunmd that "a preaainently graasnatical method"

at beginners, level (in grade S) would demand too much of the pupils'

capacity for abstract thrlgint. But he went on to say the following:

"However, the shift of emphasis in language teaching
proposed by the School Commission puts the aatter
in a different light. The arguments in favour of ear-
ly language teachingwhich utilizes the imitative
stage of childhood are growing in strength. If English
is made the first language of study, I do not see
why there should be any psychological adsgivings
about instructicm being started in grade $ of compre-
hensive school." (Prop. 1950:70, pp. 219-220).

Goals and methods

As the 1946 School Commission observed, the most suitable juncture at

which to CCOMOACO the teaching of foreign languages depends on the

goals awl methods adopted. The School Cammission thought that a change

of emphasis was requiredl where the goalsof language teaching were con-

cerned. "Ile main emphasis at all school levels should be on reading

ability."A. The "ability to understand foreigners and oneself partic-

ipate in conversations with them" is accorded second place (SOLI

1948:27, p. 29). On the other hand little importance was attached to

the ability to write the foreign language:

*Among other things, this is justified in the following terms:
"Ite ability to read fiction and non-fiction without difficulty
is essential to university and other post-secondary studies,
and the same applies in the context of general education. The
ability to read the foreign language is most important in work-
ing life and for the purposes of voluntary organizations."
(SOU 1948:27, r4 29).

18
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one hardly OVer las any use of the ability to
translate a text word for word fraa the native lan-
guage into the foreign language, a skill to which
a tremendous amount of effort is devoted incur present
scheme of language teaching." (ibid.).

Ite 1940 School Commission had also advocated goals amimethods of lan-

guage teaching in keeping with the above, thereby rejecting a more "tra-

ditional" approach that strongly emphasized grammar and translation prac-

tice. The School COMIlission stressed that priority should be given to

practical language skills, on which account traditional lampage teaching

ues given the following reprimand: "Grammar should only be a moans to the

understanding and use of the language, and not the goal of teaching."

(93U 1946:15, p. 152). Instead the principal aim should be "for the pupils

to acquire a certain proficiency in reading the foreign language and for

this proficiency to lbe devebved through their indepamkert efforts."

(op. cit., r4 149).

B. The 1957 School Ccamission and Lar 62*

The i9S7 School Commissica was set up to make a final study of questions

of school policy and to put forward proposals based partly on the experi-

ence derived from the experimental nine-year comprehensive school. The

main report of this Ccamission, on the subject of ccmprehensive schooling,

was presented in 1961.

The teaching of English as part of the experimental activities

In its survey of the experimental nine-year comprehensive school, the Com-

mision observed that

" compulsory English has within a very short time
been accepted by pupils, parents amd teachers alike. In
the experimental comprehensive school, English is com-
pulsory from grades S to 7 inclusive, and it has been
found that in subsequent grades more than - four-fifths
of the pupils choose English as an optional subject.
There can have been few cases of a new subject on the
curriculum gaining such rapid acceptance by all con-
cerned." (S(U 1961:30, pp. 88-89).

Lgr 62 the 1962 Comprehensive School Curricuhaa. The title of the
1969 Comprehensive School Curriculum is similarly abbreviated as
Lgr 69.
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In the section of Its report dealing with foreign languages in compre-

hensive school, the 19S7 Commission referred to the encouraging results

of Emglish as a compulsory subjezt: "this instructica has undoubtedly

been successful." Observing that the new subject had came to stay, the

Commission turned to consider the question as to whether comprehensive

school English should start in grade S or earlier. (SOU 1965:30, p. 297),

Inglish for earlier.gIndes

The 1957 Ccamission began by examining the reasons which had led the

1546 Commission to propose the cortnencement of English studies in grade

S. Among other things it was observed that the current method of lan-

guage teaching "with a fairly large proportico of grammar and all the

demands on the pupils' capacity for abstraction which this implies"

was thought to bo one reason for not prorosing an earlier start. "The

shortage of teachers qualified to teach English in coupuisory school

was also taken as a reason for not starting English before grade

(op. cit., p. 291).

The 19S7 Commissica felt that conditions had nve changed.

"The current goal of language teaching in compulsory
school and the method utich has now been pnerally
adopted for this teaching both give priartty to the
pupils' ability to understand the spken and written
language. In addition, certain pupils are to learn
to make themselves understood in speech and writing.
This shift of emphasis has brought about a radical
transformation of teaching methods in recent ye-Ts.
The most important characteristic of this transforna-
tion can be main a transition at lower levels
to teaching methods whichmake better use of the
pupils' imitative capacity. This in turn speaks in
favour of the commencement of teaching before the
stage where the desire and ability to imitative
begin to decline." (Ibid.).

TheproRosals made by the 1957 §Chog2 Commission

On the strength of the above arguments, the 1557 School Commission pro-

posoi that English studies should start in grade 4 with two periods rer

week (which should be divided up uterever pcmsible into not less than

four lessons rec week). The number of periods in grade 6, where both

elementary school and the experimental comprehensive school had had six

periods perweek, could then be reduced, it was thought, in favour of

other subjects. The following remarks were alsomade with reference to

the proposal:
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"An even earlier start to the first foreign language .

which the Commission believes to be both desirable and
possibleper se, is probably impractiable for the tine
being, due to the shortageofjunior level teachers
qualified to each English." (SOU 1961:30, p. 298).

iheSSTELIWILIOABS190111.-

The Compulsory Education Bill (Prop. 1962:54) included a smeary of the

comments received on the report of the 1957 Commission. It was observed

that the proposal concerning the teaching of English in grade 4 had arous-

ed considerable interest. "Reactions on this point have been strikingly

positive, and the overwhelming majority of authorities and organizations

=Milted have seconded the proposal." (p. 159). It was also noted that

some of those consulted had actwilly recommended the commencement of

English studies in grade 3. Thus LO (the Confederation of Swedish Trade

Unions) advocated ccapulsoryEnzlish from grade 3 to grade 9 inclusive,

on the grounds that "psychologically and educationally, this muld have

the advantage of giving an easy approach to the foreign language by means

of the earliest possible introduction."

The Banister responsible advocated compulsory English for grades 4-7, but

he added: "1 assume it will soon be thought opportune to experiment with

the teaching of English in earlier grades." (op. cit., p. 271).

Ler_621_goals and meg,*

In 1962 the Riksdag resolved in favour of the general introduction of the

comprehensive school system in accordance with the guidelines laid down

by the 1957 School Commission*. The 1962 Comprehensive SChool Ct..riculms

(Lgr 62) adopted in this connection includes various turns of phrase CA

the subject of goals and instruction for the teaching of foreign languages

which reflect the change referred to by the 1957 School Commission (cf. p.

170 MEI)

"LaTage teaching in capprehensive schools must be based
on fact that language is first ano foremost a means
of spoken ccommication between indivkluals." (Lgr 62. P.
194).

A The allocation of periods for English was as follows: 2 periods per
wwek in grade 4, 5 in grade 5 and 4 in grades 6 and 7 respectively.
(Lgr 62, p. 111).

-
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It was also podnted out that instruction should be conducted in the

foreign language. The goals of the teachingef foreign languages were

defined as follows:

"The purpose of instmiction in English, German and
French is to familiarize the pupils'Oith a limited,
central repertoire of words, idioms andgrammatical
patterns in those languages and to ley the founda-
tions of good prominciation, so that the pupils can
apprehend and understand clear speech, read and
uderstand simple texts, express themselves in
simple, eferyday situations and to some extent ex-
press themselves in writing. The pupils are also
to be acquainted with the culture and living con-
ditions of the peoples concerned." (p. 199).

C. The 1967 currionar review, the 1968 Bill and Lgr 69

Plans for a continucus pmocess of curricular review already existed

uhen the resolution for the introduction of the comprehensive school

system was passed in 1962. &mice of the impending review was given

by the then Deputy tdrector General of the National Board of Education,

Jonas Orring, addressing delegates at the TCO "Education Days" on

November 6-7, 1965 (TCO: the Swedish Central Organization of Salaried

Employees). Shortly afterwards a working group was setup within the

National Board of Education. In November 1967 this grcup, known as

the LO Group, presented a draft revision of the Comprehensive School

Curriculum.

°mines address in 1965 included the following statement concesning

the first foreign language.

"Moreover, experience has shown that general lin-
guistic education should nom be increase:1 and
broadened. Now that 03 per cent of pupils in grades
8 and 9 of comprehensive school are volinotarity
taking English, there is no longer any call for
the retention of this language as an option. The
question also arises - thmigh in this case the
answer is less clear - whether the time will
not soon come for the cosmencement of the first
language earlier than ingrade 4, subject to an
appropriate adjustment of teaching methods. The
experiments involving the teaching of English
in gmades 1-3 have teen highly instructive Ina
positive sense. If t«,. receptivity of pupils in
the earliest grades is utilized for tha teaching
of the first foreign language, time and scope will
thereby be gained for other urgent priorities in
sutempmmtgrades, without any detrimental effects
on achievements and standards."..(Orring 1965, FP.
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memormnkem compiled at the Naticeal Board of Education adopted"mn ear-

lier commencement of English studies than at present, preferably in

grade 3 or even in gxade 2" as a working thesis for curricular reformwith

respect to foreign languages*. (Cullen 1966, p. 14).

The proposals put forward by the 1.13 Group contained the following pro-

nouncement concerning the teaching of English:

"Ite need for gxeateraoficiency within a broad
practical sphere has gradually becomemore and
more pressing. More particularly, the ability to
camounicate with others both in Swedish and in one
ornate foreign languages has acquired added im-
portance."

Moreover:

"None would deny the fundamental importance of basic
language skills to the personal development of the
individual. Given the overriding goals of compre-
hensive school, therefore, it is only natural for
this curricular review to result in a reinforcement

of proficiency generating instruction for all pupils
attending comprehensive school." (Skoldverstyrelsen
- the National Board of Education - 1967, pp. 24-2S).

The LOGrcup advocated the commencement of English studies in grade 3

and proposed that English should remain a 'compulsory subject up to and in-
1

eluding grade 9.

In the subsequent Bill to the Riksdag (Prop. 1968:129), which was largely

based on the proposals by the 1)3 Group, it was observed that practically

all the authorities and organizations consulted, including LO, WO and SX0D

(SACO: the Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations), bad second-

ed the proposal for ccmpulsory Englash froa grade 3.

"Several of those consulted .... have questioned whether bhglish could not

be started before grade 3." This westionwas raised, for instance, hy LO

and SACO.. (Prop. :168129, p. 40).

The earlier cemmencement of English in comprehensive school was presented

in the following terms:

AA great deal of this work was done by SPA 3 (hducational Working Group
NO. 3 at the National Board of Education), which provided the LO Group
with workingJmaterial.
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"The 1962 camprehensive school reformAnadeftglish
a compulsory subject as fran grade 4. On that occa-
sion the Nanister responsible referral to the possi-
bilityef English being introducol in earliergrades
04 an experkeental basis. (Prop. 1962:54, p. 271).
Experimental activities of thisbilmi have been con-
ducted and the results have been encouraging.
I agree with the authorities and organizations con-
sulted that there is a great deal to gained by start-
ing the study of foreign languages at juftior level
And that this, coupled with the establishment of
English as a compulsory subject at senior level, will
give all comprehensive school children an opportu-
nity of learning the language thoroughly."
(p. 67).

The banister also referred to the possibility of English studies com-

mencing prior to grade 3 in certain cases:,

"Local education authorities should be given the
opportunity of effecting minor time schedule adjust-
ments between grades, primarily within the various
school levels. for instance, they should be free
to resolve in favour of English studies commenc-
ing before grade 3. However, any such alterations
nust be accommodated within the framework of the
Uatal number of periods allotted for the sub-
ject." (p. 70).

21le EARLY MORIN OP FOREIGN L4liGUAGES IN OTR104 0091IRIES

As has been shown in this brief historical survey of the teaching of

foreign languages in the Swedish compulsory comprehensive school from

the 1940s words, the commencement of Ehglish studies has gradually

been shifted to earlier grades. Various argoaents put forward in sup-

port of the thesis that language studies shoubi start at an early

age have been referred to here, but attitudes in SWalen would alv)

appear to have been influenced by the fact that languages etre being

taught at early stages of schooling in many other countries. Mini-

cular influence was probably exerted by developnents in the USA and

*stern Europe, where the question of early language studies los

closely debated. The teaching of foreign languages in elementary

school has become very common practice in the USA, since the mid-1950s

and in England since 1964.

Nbre recently, early language teaching has become quite COMA prac-

tice in other countries as well. Ibus Stern (1967) presents available

particulars for 1962 from 45 countries or regions. In 32 of these,

foreign languages were taught at "primary level", i.e. below the age

of ten, although the actual extent of this instructiaivaTied a gTeat
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deal, ragging frua limited experiments or individual private schools V3

regular instruction for the entire country. (p. 28 ff).

In the section which now follows, a short account will be given of the

FLESmovement in the United States and the French Project in England.

A. "Foreir Lan4uages in the Elementary School" (FLES) in the U.S.A.

Before the 19$0s there were only* few places in the USA where foreign

languages were taught in elementary school*. Normally language studies

would begin at second. Iv level in class 9 (age 14 years), continuing for

no more than two years as fares tbe eajority of students were concerned.

In a much publicized address to teachers of modern languages in 1952, the

then U.S. Comuissioner of Education referred to the need for the study

of one foreign language in elementary school, and a national conference

on the role of modern languages In American schools was held in 19531*.

At the conferences subsequently held by the Modern Language Association

04.L.A.), various groups of experts closely discussed the question of an

earlier ccomencement of modern langauge studies, and in 1956 M.L.A. gave

the RES moment its official support.

lbe passing of the National Defense Education Act in 1958 provided addi-

tional support for the teaching of foreign languages, among other things

because large financial resources were made available for the training of

language teachers, the purchase of language laboratories etc. In 1962 the

proportion of students at elementary level being *aught foreign languages

uas still small - "not more than 5 per cent" according 03 Stern (1967, p.

49). However, nuMbers rose steadily, and Levenson & Kendrick (1967) esti-

mated the total number of elementary school children studying a foreign

A E.g. in Cleveland since 1922, in San Antonio since 1940, in Los Angeles
since 1942.

AU* speech by the then U.S. Commissioner of Education, Dr. Earl J.
*Grath, on May 3, 1952 has tten consistently rated in the literature
on FLES as a highly important event. Thus Th. Andersson: "The effect
of this proncouncement by an educator who was not a teacher of languages
was electrifying, and the fact that the number of programmes begun in
1963 abuost eqaallod the rarber adorable progrmmees begun since 1921
is, I think, to be attributed to the action taken hy the Commissioner."
(Andersson 195$, p. 183J.
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a.

language at over 6 million*. Donoghue (1969) quoted the following

figures, based on statistics for December 196: FLES had by then

been established in about 95 ?er cent of the vljor public sehloi

systems (these having more than 100.000 pupils), in the majority

of the medima sized ones and in SO per cent of the small ones

(those having 12.000 - 26.000 pupils each).

B. "French in the Primary School" in England**

"French in the Primary School", "the Primary French Pilot Scheme",

"the Pilot Scheme", "the French Project" and oometimes even "the

hilffield Project" are all different designations for a largo scale

experiment conducted in England and involving the armament of

a foreign language (French) by pupils age O. The project, which

began in 1963, was based on the mutual collaboration of the Nuffield

Foundation, which attendel to the ;Reparation of suitable teaching

materials, and the Ministry of Education, which was responsible

for the introduction cf the new subject in schools, the direction

of the experiment and the training of the teachers involved.

The evaluation of the experiammtwas entrusted to NVER (the Na-

tional Foundation of Educational Research in England aml Wales).

The principal aim of the experiment was to find out in what cir-

cumstances it would be possible to consider the universal intro-

duction of a modern language in English primary schools and also

to ascertain the implications of such &measure for pupils, schoOls

and teachers. Among other things the plan was to investigate whether

the introduction of French in primary school would benefit or in-

hibit other teaching ahd the intellectual development of the pupils,

whether there were levels of ability at which the teaching of a

foreign language uns of doubtful value and whether greater command

ea foreign language could be achieved by starting It when the

pupils were only eight instead of waiting until they were eleven.

A Levenson & Kendrick open their preface to Readings in Foreign
Languages for the Eletwmaary School as follows: "Foreign lan-
guage teaching in the elementary schools can mcw be seen as
a genuine revolution in American education. This development,
comnonly referred Was "FIJI9", has made drasatic advances in
recent years. As of now, it is estimated that there are more
than six million American elementary school children studying
a foreign language."

Mlle following description is partly based In Burstall (1967,
1969)-
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Altogether under this project, three Nxixnt.0 totalling some 18.000

children have now been followed up for a number of years, from 1964 on-

wards. It is worth emphasizing that the FrendtPropectwas a very large

scale venture, since before it started there was very little French teach7

ing going on in primary schools.

PSPCNOLINGUINITO AND mu ARGUMMTS IN PAW OP THE EMU 27ACHINO OP

FORM ZANGUAOrS

Cd' course, the schemes described above were not the result of casual im-

pulses. /he early study of foreign languages in schools was a topic of

close debate, especially in the U.S.A. and Western Europe. Frm many

quarters, a number of different arguments were propounded in favour of

more widespread and earlier language teaching. /he psychelingudstic argu-

ments concerting the advantages of starting foreign languages as =ryas

possible in school have probably been particularly important, not least

in Sweden, where they would appear to have secured widespread approval of

the idea of language studies being made to begin at progressively earlier

junctures. A sumarywill therefore be given in the following pages of

sme of the arguments and viewpoints propounded concerning the early com-

mencement of language studies in the U.S.A. and Western EUrspe.

A. Psycholinguistic reasons

One of the principal foundations of the FLES movement in the U.S.A. was

the arguments and recamnendations concerning the earlier teaching ofmodern

languages put forward at a conference held by M.L.A. in 1956. lhis con-

ference issued the following statenent concerning the optimum age for be-

ginning the study of a second language:

"The optimun age for beginning the continuous learn-
ing of a second language seems to fall within the
span of ages 4 through 8, with superior performance
to be anticipated at ages 8, 9 and 10. In this early
period the brain seems to have the greatest plastic-
ity and specialized capacity needed for acquiring
speech. lhe specialized capacity includes the ability
to mimic accurately the stream of speech (sounds.
rhythm, intonation, stress etc.) and to learn and
manipulate lnnguage patterns easily." (Levenson S
Kendrick 1967, p. 58).

One reason for the argment concerning the siperior plasticiCF of the brain

being put forward on this occasion was that the conference was attended by

the neurophysiologist Wilder Penfield, who has expressed similar viewpoints

'mother connections on the strenge.h of his findings eOncerning the phys-
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iology of the brains.

Penfield also employed another type of argument in favour of the

early commencement of the teaching of foreign languages, referring

to the ease with which children in certain auditions had assimilat-

ed one or more foreign languages in &natural and relatively un-

conscious nanner. Thus the quoted the follosing instance:

"A child who is exposed to two or three lan-
guages during the idea period for language
beginning, pronounces each with the accent of
his teacher. Ube hears oae langAage at home,
anwther at school, and a third, perhaps, with
a governess in the nursery, he is not aware
that he is learning three languages at all."
(Penfield 1959, p. 253).

Similar arguments were put forward byStern (1964), who was convinced

of the progress to be made by attempting to integrate the learning of

a second language with "the timetalle of development". He also pointed

out that an astonishing lieguistic growth takes place for a period of

about two years during the first five years of We, and that this is

a highty efficient process of language learning in several respects.

He continued:

"If the child hapeens to find himself in& bi-
lingual or multilAngual milieurmore than one Len-
guazes seem to be acquired with no more difficulty
than one." (op. cit., p. 96).

He added:

"The recent measures to introduce a second lan-
guage into chiilhood educathma are to a large ex-
tent based on the conviction that within the first
decade it is still possible to capture the Language
learning abilities of the early years which graduel-
ly decline." (Ibid.).

It In Speech and Brain-Hechanism (1959) by Ii. Penfield awl L. Roberts,
Penfield refers among other things to the marl:able re-learning
in &child following the destruction of the speech areas in the
dominant left half of the brain as a result of injury or illness.
"Child and adult, alike, may become speechless after such an injury,
but the child will speak again, and does so, normaltY, after a
period of months. The adult may or nay not do so, depending on the
severity of the injury." (p. 241).
Undoubtedly Penfield's opinions have exerted great influence, Par-
ticularly on the PIS movenent, but it has been observoi fres
various quarters that his arguments provide no more than indirect
substantiation of the advantages of early language teaching.
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Th. Andersson (1960) lisa famnd a great deal in favcur of every early

Start to language studles in schocas, but he also Observed that "Ideally

the best language learning takes place out of school" (p. 306) among chil-

drenwho from birth ere exposed to several languages.

Concerning "school learning" Andersson believed that, theoretically, the

best arrangement would be a, nursery school for children of three or Ecur,

with several foreign teachers each conversiog with the children exclusive-

ly in his or her native language. However, there were various methods worth.

considering whereby this type of approach could be adased to classes of

older gupils.

In her "Rationale for FLEW, Donoghue (1967) gave four groups of reasons

for the teachir! forage languages in elementary schools. These includ-

ed what she terawitipsychological reasons". Among other thingssheobserv-

ed the following;

"Children are intrigued bywords. They are naturally
curious about language, and makeup new words and use
old ones in new combinations. They are interested in
the flow of language and like to exptaiment with mew
and different soumds. They are eager to learn newwords
and use them regardless of the language in which the
words are found. In fact, they may not even blow that
the words mean and still enjcy saying them." (p. 164).

Donoghue also believed that children, particularly under the age of ten,

"are able to retain what they have heard and repeat it without ever seeing

it written or writing it down themselves" (p. 65) and that children are

spcmcaneous and not particularly worried about making mistakes. "They have

none of the self-consciousness that is such a handicap at a later ageP

Learning a second language is not so much "a subject of study" to children

as "away of doing things that are particularly interesting to children."

(Ibid.).

The observation that runger children are relatively spontaneous and that,

later, between the ages of 10 and 12, they become more self-critical and

self-conscious is also referred to by Gorosch et. al. (19(.7, p. 26) as an

argument for the earlier combencement of language studies.

B. Social and cultural reasons

A completely different type of argument was put forward by Stern (1966,

1969j, who maintains that the acquisition of a foreign language must be-

come part of "the basic literacy of the child", on a level with reading

and writing. WC all live in a world where many different Iangauges are
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spoken, and it is therefore indefensible for education to create "a

rigidly monolinguistic setting". Stern went on: "If education is to

reflect the realities with which wm have to live, other languages

and other cultures should impinge on children from the earliest

stage of finial education." (Stern 1969, p. 26).

Donoghue (1967) pointed out that in 1960 the U.S.A. had more than

34 million inhabitants whose first language was not English. She

also observed:

"Today in bilingual comaunities um can promote and
maintain desirable empathy for ethnic groups through
RES, for it has been well noted that in those areas
where the second language of the commtnity has been
introduced into the elementary schools, the fear
and shame which young native speakers of that lan-
guage formerly felt has often yielded to pride in
their cultural heritage. Simultanecusly, the chil-
dren of English speaking background have developed
both a strong motivation to learn a second language
and a new kind of tolerant understanding about its
native speakers." (op. cit., pp. 61-62).

Donoghue added that the teaching of foreign languages in the ele-

mentary stage could also help children in monolingual areas to

develop a sympathetic attitude towards speakers of other languages.

C. Reasons of curricular theory

Another group of reasons for the earlier comencement of language

studies in schools is founded on various "curricular" arguments

concerning the scope which should be given to a subject at different

school levels. Van Willigen (1961) maintained that "if the.study of

modern language is to meet present-day needs, more time must be al-

lotted to it in schocd curricula, which, unfortunately, are already

overloaded." If scope for the teaching of a language cannot be pro-

vided at sectezry level, the answer may be to start at an earlier

level. Van Willigen referred to this as a solution which was being

adepted by an increasing number of ccuntries. He also made the

interesting observation that "it is always difficult 03 see whether

a particular argument supolies the reason for a decision or provides

justification after the decision has been made." (p. 7).

Grosch et.al. (1967) thought that the principle of "life-long inte-

grated education", which had been accepted by IR/19:0 among others,

should hold certain implications for the teaching of modern lan-
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pages. 71mytednted out that language teaching methods must be adapted

to the maturity of the students and to their mmstery of other subjects,

and they proposed three levels having different goals with regard to the

teaching of foreign languages:

"Basic languaw skills in the preschool stage and
primary school, general bicwledge snd skills in the
secondary school (lower and upper), and the language
of reasoning and of the "steciality" (the so-called
"language of science and technology") at the univer-
sity and in adult training." (op. cit., p. 28).

Carroll (1969) found certain prac:ical considerations in favour of the

early caamencement of language studies.

"If learning of foreign language takes time, the ear-
lier it is started the better. Children canto° given
more time to practise the use of a language, and they
can do it over longer periods." (p. 62).

Carroll also believed that "the amound of competence one achieves is large-

ly matter of the aMOUnt of time spent in learning, rather than the ac-

tual age of starting."

He added:

"Thus the argument for early language learning depends
mostly on the fact that such an early start is likely
to allow more time to he spent." (op. cit., p. 63).

D. Concludimaremarks

The arguments in favour of early language teaching which have been qouted

here dominated the language teaching debate at the time when the EPAL pro-

ject started. This is not to say that tneywere unopposed even then, but

the objections raised to the teaching of foreign languages at elementary

level did not carry much weight. Instead the main scurce of inspiration

for the EPAL project Was the widespread enthusiasm for early language

teaching. As the project has continued, there has been a certain shift of

opinion on this point (which will be dealt with in a future report). How-

ever, this does not detract from the arguments in favour of a closer study

of the question of early language teaching. On the contrary, in view of

the divided opinions existing with regard to the effects of early language

learning in schools, there is all the more need for a practical study

like BPAL to investigate those effects within the Swedish school system.
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RESEARCH INTO THL TEACH= OF FOREIGN EA11.1767ES AT rag sumerARY LEVEE

The arguments in favour of early langatge teaching quoted shove are over-

whelmbngly based on general observations concerning chilidren's assimila-

tion of language. There are only very limited findings avail6le from

systematic research in this field. Insofar as any pronounced tendency

Can to discerned in this research, it certainly doto not provide any

firm justification for the hopes of great educational gains accruing

from tho early study of a foreign language.

The studies conducted by Kirch (1960) and Ginsberg (1960) are two of

the earlier experkemats lathe teaching of foreign languages which

despite their liaited scope have attracted a certain ammrnt of when-

tion. Kirch reported, on the strength of his Own experience of teach-

ing German in grades 1, 3 and 6, that the children's pronunciation

ability seemed to vary inversely with their ages. Accordingly he re-

=mended the teaching of a foreign language fran the very first

grade.

Ginsberg described experiments ill which pre-school children in

Leningrad were taught a foreign language. Above all these experi-

seats involved the testing of different sethcds in the instruction

of thy age grarps (five and six-year-olds) at three kindergartens.

Each group was taight for half an hour per day three times a heck.

Among ether things, the experiments led Ginsberg to the conclusion

that " children of five and Axe= learn a foreign language,

its phonetics and syntax, with remarkable ease." (op. cit., p. 20).

In order to obtain a basis of comparison, the teachers in the pre-

school experheent also taught pupils in the second and fourth grades

of regular school using similar methods*. Ginsberg observed: "Sounds

aro mastered more easily in th. 2nd grade than in the 4th, but lees

easi4 than in kindergarten." He also voted that "after the summer

vacation pre-school children recalled what they had been taught much

more rapidly and fully than schoolchildren." (ibid., p. 24). Ihus

Ginsberg arrived at the preliminary conclusion that pre-school chil-

dren learn a foreign language much faster, better and more permanent-

ly than children of school age.

*Audiovisual methods were used, the aim being to develop the pupils'
commend of the spoken language, not to teach them to read or write
the language.
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In a Swedish experimental scheme of preparatorylinglish teaching, pupils

spent three fifteen-minute lessons each week listening to the language

and imitating itwith the aid of a tape recordet and a filmstrip (Gorosch

4 Axelsson, 1964). In this way the teachers running the experiment did

not have to intervene in the teaching process, norm:re any special lan-

guage qualifications required of tWme. Since teaching in accordance with

this yodel (entitled "English withcut a lxy310) Was conducted invaricais

grades (1-4), the results among children of different ages could be com-

pared. Ekstrand (1964) found that the older pupils did consistently better

than the younger ones in tests of pronunciation and listening comprehen-
.

sion.

In a relatively conprehensive investigaticelbylkurkel and Fillet (1962).

a study was nude of the teaching of French starting in grades 3 and 4 at

the University of Chicagos Elmer:ray School. Concerning the age for be-

ginning the learning of a second language, it was found that "when the

audio-lingual skills are a aajor objective, students in the third and

fourth grades do better than those beginning later." (op. cit., po. 141).

At the same time, homer, it was evident that those in the fourth grade

did as well as grmde three, if not better, where oral skills were con-

cernolt.

Brega and Newell (1967) investigated the long-term efo . on high school

achionnnent of foreign language teaching at elementa., evel. In a sire-

ilar study by Justman and Nass (1936), where high school merits were used

as a criterion of comparison between &etched pupils with and without pre-

vious instruction in French or Spanish, the differences in favour of the

FLES students were either non-existent or negligible. Dregs and Newell

conpared students at the end of the eloventh grade (high school) tin) had

either studied French since the thini trade (the FLES group) or since the

*Minkel and Fillet had the follcoeing remarks to make 04 this point.
"Since we are not speaking here of the child Who acquires the foreign
language by living in the milierwhere it is spoken, we suspect that
the better progress of the fourth grader is due to greater maturity,
better adjusonent to school rcutines, or similar characteristics
which make the fourth graders serewhat better able to profit fran
formal clacsroanwork." (Ibid.).
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seventh lirade. The criterion used here was the results of M.L.A. tests*

in the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. The

FLES students did significantly beter in all of these tests.

In an experiment by Asher and Price (1967), a studynas made of the learn-

ing by children and adults of Russian emends of varying length. In the

retention tests, which required adequate behavioural responses to the

Russian sentences, e.g. standing up, going to the door or picking up

a pencil, the adult group was far more successful. lbe older groups

among the children (ten and fourteen-year-olds) displayed significant-

ly better retention than the youngest (eight-year-olds). Asher and

Price inferred that, where children and adults are set to learn a

foreign language on the sane terms, the adults are more successful.

In a study of hte pronunciation of English sentences by Cuban immigrant

children of various ages living in the U.S.A., Asher and Garcia (1969)

found that the best pronunciation - "a near-native pronunciation" -

was commonest among children who had come to America before the age of

six. "There seemed to be an inverse relationship betweenage when the

child entered the United States and the acquisition of anear-native

pronunciation." (op. cit., p. 340).

In his surveys of research, Carroll (1960, 190) found good reasons to

believe that the earlier children were exposed to a foreign language

the better their pronunciation would be, On the other hand he was un-

able to find evidence to show that children learned other language

skills more rapidly, if allowance was made for the tbne needed for

learning.

La a later account (1969), Carroll discussed the reason fCc the popu-

larity of the supposition that saall children learn foreign language

faster than older children or adults. lie believed this supposition to

be principally derived fran the observation that children acquire a

better pronunciation. "After all a good accent is the aost easily ob-

servable aspect of language coepetence." (ibid., p. 62). Carroll also

pointed out that small children only became "very fluent in a second

langtnwe' under certain conditions. He added, "what is often ignored

I Sub-tests in the Modem Language Association Cooperative Foreign
Language Test.
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is that the conditians are rather specialized and not always easily &near-

ed or duplicated in schools, and that even under these specialized condi-

tions not every child learns the second language as well as his mother

toren." (ibid., pp. 5748).

In an expose of the successes and problems a the FLES movement, Stern

(1966) remarked as follows: "FLES-experience has found children particular-

ly amenable V, meaningful sound discrimination, role playing, and simple

linguistic behavior in social situations. On the other hand, grammatical

abstractions are of little value." (ibid., p. 266). Stern also maintained

that arguments concerning an optimaa age for the learning of a second lan-

guage had not been an unqualified advantage to the FLES3ovement, because

among other things they had led to exaggennated hopes and a naive faith in

the linguistic ability of younger children of school age. For many reasons,

the efforts made to show that small children learned foreign languages

better than young Fersons and adults uere misguided. tn an article written

some years later, Stern referred to the difficulty of producing any such

evidencek. He also found that people had tended to overlook the fact that

" effective teaching of languages to young children is a feasible

achievement." (Stern, 1969, pp. 27-28).

Stern summarized his conclusions regarding the early teaching of foreign

languages in the following words: " children have been proved t3

make an effective start in language learning under school conditions and

this early start appears to lay aped foundation for contireed language

study throughout the period of full-time schooling." (ibid.)

*Carroll (1969) observed the following, among other things: "There
are qualitative differences in the kind of language mastery attained
by children and adults." As he saw it, the differ* interests of
children and adults precludeiacommon syllabus. (p. 61).
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211E WM: '."0: MkLY TEACIIING OP EN/Ma

MUSS Shaun in the previous chapter, there were good reasons for an-

ticipating certain benefits from the early teaching of English, and

desires to this end had been expressed in several quarters. These de-

sires are fully in line with the development of the role and importance

of foreign languages in the Swedish compulsory school during the past

few decades. EnglisL has becane progressively more important as the

first foreign language to be studied by all pupils, and the camence-

ment of English st9dies has gradually been moved downwards through the

grades.

/bus the advent of the EPAL project can be seen as a nntural stage in

the development described above. ibe main topic of investigation con-

cerned the advantages and disadvantages of English from grade 1 as

against the commencement of Englirh in grade 3 laid down by the Lgr

69 time schedules. There here above all psycholinguistic reasons for

anticipating benefits in terms of the pupils' assimilation of a foreign

leagues*, at least in certain sectors, if teaching were to begin at an

earlier age, But the theoretical foundations of the arguments put for-

ward were uncertain and would therefore have to be put to a comprehen-

sive practical test in order for reliable concbmsions to be possible.

As shculd be clear from the preceding section (pp. 28-31), the avail-

able empirical material was generally inadequate. bbreover the refer-

ence group thought that experimentation was needed in Swedish condi-

tions, even if there were examples of successful experimentationmith

early language teaching to be referred to in other countries. Only after

this experimentation had been conducted would it be possible to make

say reliable pronouncements concerning the effects of early English

teaching in Swedish comprehensive schools.

The main topic of investigation for the project is the effects 4A:early

English teaching on the pupils' knowledge and skills in ,Enalish. Both

immediate end more lang-tAniteffects have to be taken into account.

Mother prime issues concerns the potential effects of English teaching

from grade 1. upon other aspects of school work. The oecurrence of an

additional subject in grade 1 could have a disruptive effect On other

teaching, for instance if it were to occupy the attention, enerv,

interest etc. of both teacher and pupils to such an extent SS to take
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somo of the zest out of other activities. Cu the other hand English les-

sons could have a stimulating effect, for instance by adding to the vari-

ety of school work.

The question of the effect of the early introductice of a foreign language

on the practice of the pupils' language skills in Swedish is of course a

very important problea ;Aich urgently requires investigation. Apprehen-

sions have been era:messed of the practice of basic skills in the native

language being disrupted by the early study of a foreign language, hut

several Malan studies hive failed to establish any such negative con-

sequences (Geigle, 1957, Johnson et. al., 1961, Lopato 1963, Fotts 1967)*.

TO provide scope for the tewhing of English in grades 1 and 2, some changes

will have tamale to the thee scheiule allocations of ene or more other

subjects, unless the children's school hours are to be increased. The ques-

tion therefore arises of the effects of such areallocatima.

Before venturing cmto swore exact definition of the alms of the EPAL pro-

ject, an account will be given of the teaching time allocation for Engliah

which came to be applied to the various grades and classes taking:part in

the experiment.

TiME APPOTXONMER

The problem of time apivrtionment is best divided into two subsidiaryprob-

lems, namely the age atldhich English studies are to begin and the appor-

tionment between the grades of the time available for English lessons.

A. Timine ofthe first instruction in English

Detain topic of investigation for the DAL project concerned the effects

of ealry English teaching. The term "early",of course, denotes accelmence-

ment prior to the autumn tens of grade 3 (according to the hgr 69 time schod

ules) comprehensive school framework. Thus various Junctures for the caw-

mencement of English studies in grades 1 and 2 could ccme into question.

ln an article written in 196n, Carroll made the following:pronouncamentt
"The concerns of those who fear that FL study will cause psychological
interferencewith study of the native language are probably completely
unfounded. EVen in psychological research on learning it is hard to pro-
duce interference effects except under special experimental conditions
unlikely to occur in actual schcml situations." (Carroll, 1960,p. 14).
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Hower, the arguments in favour of earlyforeign language study quot-

ed above appeared to speak in favour of as early an introduction as

possible. NkTeover it seemed justifiable to investigate a starting

point as far removed as possible from the usual one (grad 3), so as

tomake any differences all the mere apparent. Consequently discussions

within the reference group for the project centred mainly round the

grade I alternative, even though the comencement of English studies

in grade 2 was still considered an interesting possibility.

The reference group decided in favour of an investigation of the ef-

fects of English teaching commencing in the spring tern of grade 1.

Ite autumn MIS of grade 1 WaS judged less appropriate, on the grounds

that the children needed the initial period of schooling to grow ac-

customed to their new surroundings and acquire certain basic school

habits, apart from which it was arguable that the practice cd'tesic

language skills in Swedish should te given a head start ca the second

language.

B. The allocation of English study thne between grades

Theoretical viewpoints concernimdifferept allocations of time

If wedisregard various practical restrictions and imagine that the

total nuaber of teaching periods allotted for a subject can be freely

divided between the grades ofcomprehensive school, the question arises

as to the optimum apportionment of those periods. In other words, what

allocation of teaching time betwocen grades will have the best teaching

results! There are of ccerse *variety of principdes which can be applied

to the apportionment of a fixed number of teething periods. For instance,

the periods can be equally divided between the grades, or else resources

can,be concentrated on an number of grades, other grades being given no

instruction at all.

A number of diffepant time allocations bon those currently in force

could be considered worth trying, for instance, in the light of theories

of development psychology, the order in which the VOTIOUS sUb-goals occur

in the subject in question, the motivation and interests of the pupils

and so on.

Hoarier, curability to compare the effects of suth alternative time al-

locations is among other things coalitional on the existence of certain

teething goats for the subject in question, which are to be achievod

during the emopnhensive school period, and on the possibility of defin-
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ing those goals sufficiently to be able to establish the extent to which

the pens achieve thee.

The above argument concerns the use of a pre-determined resource - the totaI

number of compehensive school periods fora subject. (*course, one can

also inquire after the optimal apportionment of the total number of compre-

hensive sdhool periods for all subjects between the various subjects on

the timetable.

lf the effects on one subject of a slight alterationof the tote:lumber

of pericds were to prove relatively limited, while another subject was

more profoundly affected, this could possibly requita actice to be taken.

Assuming among other things that equal ieportance is attached to both sib-

jects and that the inclucation of certain basic knowledge and skills is

not prejudiced, teaching periods can hell be taken frms the first subject

and transferrei to the second.

The adoption of time schedules is in the ultimate analysis smatter for the

Riksdag, while the allocation of periods for the various subject is smat-

ter of goals and resources involving many different interests, not least

the organizol interests of teachers themselves. Warmer the opportunities

of, say, Carrying out controlled comparisons of different time allocation

variants, especially variants involving several subjects simultaneously,

are extremely linited, for practical or economic reasons. Nonetheless,

there is probably a great need for curriculum research of this kind, in

various forms, as a means of providing policy mekers with more abundant

and more balanced wmrking material.

Theoretically igtoresjog_tige allocations for the teachigg of rmgligh

Tube/in with, the question of the time allocation for English lessons to

be used in the experiment was discussed purely theoretically, without re-

tard to practical and economic problems were disregarded for that:omen.

Gradually, however, increasing attention came to fccos on the importance

of various limitiu facers, and a search began for practicable solutions

to the problem of a reapportionment of the periods available for English

studies.

Three or the theoretically most interesting time allecatiw variants will

be considerei here.
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I. 61105.4.42n1 with an increased number of periods

There are many examples showing that periods of intensive learning

can be highly effective utere the assimilation of a foreign lan-

guage is concerned*.

The frequently made observation that small children sometimes,

for instance during a prolonged stay abroad, pick up a foreign lan-

guage with the greatest of ease also corroborates the assuaptima

that a concentrated period of learning Mb. an advantage.

A heavy teaching period increment was considered necessary in
order to achieve core intensive periods of English instntction.

This additional resource was primarily to be utilized in the first

grades. Thus the reference group discussed time allocations of up

to 30 periods per week for the whole of cagprehensive schod . Con-
sideration was also given to smiler increments divided between the

introductory grade"

II. Allocations with a more concentrated introductory phut

One important issue of principle considered by the reference group

concerned the admit of teaching time to be allocated during the

introductory phase. Fears were expressed that an unduly small

amber of periods during the first grades could have certain dis-

advantages. Only when the pupils get enough practice in the language

to be able to start uskg it fairly rapidly can they be presaged to

be motivated for continued language learning. A sufficient measure

of teaching support gust therefore be provided during the introduc-

tory phase.

lhe leaders of the project also judged it alvisable in terms of

the psycholca of learning for lessons to be given at relatively

* Cf Carroll (1962), The Prediction of Success in Intensive Foreign
Language Training, in Glaser (ed.), Training Research and Educa-
tion.

6* At an early stage in the work of the project, the aim was said
to be to study the effects of
a) a reapportiornent of the total of 21 English periods per week
throughout the whole of comprehensive school in accordance with
the variant (subrequently investigated) involving the comm.-
sent of English studies in grade 1,
b) a total allocalion of Up to 30 periods, with a heavy incre-
ment during the first grades. (SIcolliverstyrelsen: School Rese-
arch Niwsletter 1970:11).
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frequent intervals*. This is probably a partiailarly important comidera-
v.ioa during the initial stages of learning a foreign languege.

A time allocation between the grades providing a relatively intensive
phase of English teaching does not necessarily damnd a large number of
teaching periods, because a single perimi (40 Wanes) can perfectly well
be divided into two 20-minne lessons. However, if the total amber of
English periods is not increased, a fairly drastic reapportionant of the
naber of periods available (as per Lgr 69) will have to be effected.

III. Allocations of the same kind as in Lgr 69

Lgr 69 divides a total of 21 English periods per week bawl= the grades
as follows: grades 3 ata 4, two periods per week, grades 5 andl 6, four
perials per week and grades 7-9, three periods per-week; se Figure 1.

No. periods

4
3
2
1

..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Grade

?lone 1. Allocation of English periods between grades of comprehensive
school as per Lgr 69.

at =old be of interest to make caparisons with a corresponding time al-
location, but starting fraa the spring tea of grade 1 instead of the worm
tem of grade 3. However, a time allocation wholly congruent with that of
the Lgr 69 time schedule would imply the conclusion of English Instniction
at the end of the autos', term of grade 8, which perhaps would he an un-
desirable arranmont from many paints of view. Another possibility would
be to make the allocations only partially congruent, for instance with four
20-minute lessons (z 2 periods per week) being allotted for Owlish teach.
ing during the first four terms of both alternatives. An arrangement of

For instance, fan lessons per week (on different days) throughout a
school year are probably more effective than two lessons per week for
two school years.
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-thiS kind would wake it presible to investigate the specific importance
of the juncture at which English studies are begun.

Lkeissjectors
A umber of general viewpoints have now been presented concerning dif-
ferent time allocations, and menace has been made of sane theoreticelly
interesting time allocatices for the teaching of English. However, when
the EPAL reference group came to choose the time allocation variant to
be investigated, a number of limiting factors had to be taken into con-
sideration which greatly :estricted the choices open to them.

Firstly the total umber of periols for ccmprehensive schoa English

aecording to Lgr 69 (21 periods per week) represents a frame which
cannot be exceeded without great difficulty. An increase in this umber
of periods either demands new resmces (including more teacher periods)
or else a reapportionment of the resources already avnilable, 1.0. the
subtraction of periods frua some other subject. Neither of these alter-
natives is very appealing. An experimental scheme based on the first
mentioned alternativelculd be relatively costly, and even very goal
results would be unlikely to make up for the financial drawbacks in-

vcaved. Nor can the transfer of pericds to English Irma another subject
be arranged withcut any canplications. lt would prcbably be hard to ob-
tain permission fiat local education authorities and teachers, associa-
tions, àven in the context of an experimental scheme, for an alteration
of this kind, which in the ultimate analysis represents a revision of
priorities relative to the goals of the school system.

Secondly, the allocation of teaching time between the grades cannot
be excessively towered with. For instance, efforts to redeploy the
available of periods from the senior level of caeprehensive school
to earlier grades nm into very great difficulties due to differences
in the structures of teaching appointments (with subject teachers at
senior level and class teachers at middle and junior levels). Then
again, one has to bear in mind that experimental activities involving
a revised allocation of teaching time cannot be organized in a vacuum.

Since the operiment is expected to continue for several years, con-
sideration also has to be given to pupils moving into or away from
the experimental classes. It is very *Want to ensure that the
transition feta one type of English teaching to another is not made
unnecessarily troublesome for these mils by the experimental ac- .
tivities being' conducted wider radically different comlitions.
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Time allocation in EPAk

Bearing in mind the jumture chosen for the cosesancement of English studies

and the above mentioned restrictions applying to the disPosition of the

available teaching periods, the reference group decided that time alloca-

tion involving a minima of departure from the Lgr 69 time schedules was

to be used in the experiment.

As mentioned above, Lgr 69 divides a total of 21 "periods per week per

grade" beteeen grades 3-9 as follows: grades 3 and 4, two periods per-week,

grades 5 snd 6, four periods per week, grades 7-9 three periods per meek;

see Figure 1, IN 37).

By reducing the number of periods where it is greatest, i.e. in grades 5

and 6, and using the surplus periods in grades 1 and 2 instead, we &lin

a fairly even allocation of teaching time; see Figure 2.

No. periods

432

1

I
i

4 Grade

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 2. Allocation of English teaching time between caaprehensive school
grades as per EPAL.

To avoid altering the total number of periods per week in the grades affect

ed bythis reapportiovaent, it was decido3 to take the English periods for

grades 1 and 2 from the periods allotted for %radish. Swedish utuld then

recover these "borrowed" periods in grades 5 and 6. Thetex&ange with Sod-

ish was judged desirable because Swedish has a faiTU large number of pe-

riods per week in grades 1 and 2 (9 and 11 respectively).

This exchange ought to imply a less drastic alteratbrn than an exchange

with some other subject with fewer periods per week.
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In accordance with the above arrangements, the main purpose of the

DAL project can bo defined as follows. The purpose of the EPAL pro-

ject is to cafry out a ccarrehensive examination of the effects of

time schedules for EngliSh whereby instruction begins durint the

spring team of grade 1. Total teaching time for English during junior

and middle levels will be the same as the Lgr 69 time schedules al-

locate for grades 3-6.

The main purpose will be achieved by means of comarisons with, in

the first instance, the Lgr 69 time schedules and, to sane extent,

with somewhat modified time schedules Eras Lgr 623%; see Table 2.

Table 2. English time schedules compared in the EPAL project

Junior and middle levels
grade grade grade grade grade grade Total

Senior level
grade grade grade Grand

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 total

"Lgr 62" - - - 3 4
8

4
8

11 3 3 3 20

Lgr 69 - - 2 2 4a 4a 12 3 3 3 21

EPAL 0.5 1.5 2 2 38 38 12 3 3 3 21

al period per week is devoted to divided class teaching, tteiet
teacher period requirements of 5 and 4 periods per week respectively.

Primarily the cceprehensive examination will entail the evaluation

of long-term and short-terareffects on the pupils' knowledge and

skills in English and of their attitudes to the teaching of English.

A study will also be rade of any effects on the pufdls' knadledge

and skills in a) Swedish and b) mathematics, sad c) on their atti-

tudes to the various subjects and to school in general. Some ob-

servation will also be maintained of the character of the English
teang process in the various time schedule cunditians.

The project will also involve an analysis of the effects of the var-

ious English tine schedules on different pupil groupings. In this

connection it will be possible for special attention to be given to

the coalitions of lot/performers and intim= children.

AraTding to Lgr 62, English starts invade 4 wdth 2 periods per
week, followed by S pericds per week in grade 5 and 4 in grade 6.
Interheregulations allow an extra English period per week in grade
4 and 4 yeriods per week instead of S ingrade 5 (in accordance
wdth the Lgr 69 time scheeules).
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DESIGN

CHOIC5 OF EnTRINENTA& RFA

Thus the first issue which had to betdecided in the DAL project coicerned

the relative advantages and disadvantages of a certain time schalule for

English in the junior ond mail* level grades of the Swedish compnodhensive

sehool (rid. supra). For purposes of generalization, therefore, it would

have been ideal if same form ofmatimal sample of pupils or classes had

bear feasible. For practical and financial reasons, however, a procedure

of this kind is rarely possible and could not be conshierei on the pre*

sent occasion. The only realistic alternative in viewof the resources

available for the project was to find a suitable school district anise-

lect a =beret classes within the district to form an experimental group,

taking others as &control group.

A. Requirements

There were certain basic requirements which had to be satisfied in order

for a school district or suchlike to be eligible as an experhsental area.

Firstly, the district had to be close to Uppsala, otherwise fares sad

other expenses would became prohibitive. Secondlh allowance hsd to be

made for the fact that the pupils involved by this study would be follows:I

for several yesrs, at least up to the end of middle level. Bearing bimetal

the appreciable changes that were bound to be,undergone by the pupil popu-

lation during such a protracted period, the groups must free the very out...

set be dimensioned in such a way that they would still include a sufficient

number of pupils after grade 6 (an *wrest vantage point for evaluation

purposes). Thus the school district muld have to comprise a relatively

large number of classes. Needless to say, the experimental arealoold also

require junior level teachers qualified to teach English. It was also

extremely desirable for the school district to use the acclimatization pro-

cedure incorporating Ljungblad's autumn test during the initial stages of

grade 1, the reason being that this test is an ability test ccaprising sev-

eral sub-tests measuring different aspects of ability or school readiness.

The availaoility of this type of determination of the pupils' initial

status was regarded as an essential means of enhancing the accuracy of

subsequent comparisons between groups of pupils.

Finally, the experimental area had to be well equipped with such teaching

aids as tape recorders, flanellographs, overhead projectors etc., since a

junior level English textbcok (at lesst, with the rattails currently prac-

tised) requires an abundance of recorded and pictorial material of various

ki 45nd.
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R. The V1ster5s School District

An Inventory of conditions Ina number of eligible school districts

revealed that the VAsterAs School District was best suited to the

requirements and desiderata enmaerated abcwe. Since the VIsterAs

education authorities were also very famsmdaly disposed towards

participating in an experimental scheme of English teaching starting

in grade 1, it was decided to conduct the EPAL experiment in VasterAs.

The VAsteris School District was well suited in the respects pre-

vicusly referred to to serve as an experimental area. flues close

to Uppsala and had a relatively large number of classes in each

grade. The district also had junior level teachers qualified to teach

English, the schools were well equipped with AV aids, and the begin-

ningof the autumn tens in grade 1 was an acclimatization period in-

cluding the above mentioned school readiness tests.

Another factor meriting attentionicas the fairly large proportion

'of innagrant children in VAsteris. ibis was an advantage in some ways.

Among other things it would facilitate= banediate study of the ha-

plhatikals for immigrant children of the early commencement of foreign

language studies.

EMMENTAL OOPS

Altogether four different groups of pupilS in VisterAs are taking

part in surveys under the EPAL project. This groups have been dubbed

El, Ki, 1(2 and K3. El, the experimental group, comprises a number of

classes taking English in accordance with the EPAL time schedules,

while the other groups are "control groursu of different kinds.

A. Thwerimental eroups El and KS

The two mast important experimental groups for the Furposes of the

project are El and KS, which are studying English according to the

EPAL and Lgr 69 time schedules respectively. Apart from the difference

in tine schedules, these two groups are being treated identically.

Thus great efforts have been devoted to making the conditions of El

and K3 as equivalent as possible. For instance, during the intro-

ductory terms of English, both groups used teaching materials com-

piled as part of the project and accompanied by an exhatmtive teach-

er's guide which steers the iittructinn very closely, thereby assur-

ingunifanaity of iustruction. As will be appreciated, this is one

of the preconditions of comparisons between the various classes.

;-!:.
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After using VAL's teaching materials for a total of 3 of the 12 grade-

week periods (at junior and middle levels), the El aml 3r3 classes changed

to a commercially available teaching material* vhich vas also accompanied

by an exhaustive teacher's guide; see the figure below.

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 'trade 6

13
2 Z 4 pp; 4 ppw

VAL'S teaching materials

1777 v Commerciallyavailable teadting materials

FiRure 3. English teaching in groups El and K3: periods per week (PPO
for each grade and teaching materials used.

The reason for the change to another teaching material was that, as time

went on, it vas found that the production of a special teaching material

as part of the project would be too costly. There were certain plans for

the construction of a series of teaching materials to be used from grade

up to and including grade 6, but a transition at so* suitable.juncture

to existing teaching materials had also been discussed; see also Tmge ,

infra, concerning the change to commercially available teaching materials.

The teachers taking groups El awl 1(3 have frequently been called to meet-

ings at which they have been given general informatics on the EPAL experi-

ment, an introduction to the MAL material, demonstration lessons etc.

The classes forming the 8 and 1(3 groups have also been visited by the pro-

ject members for purmes of classrose observation. Groups El and 1(3 have

also been treated on equal terms as regards neasurmaents in English. The

tests of various kimis taken by the El group have also been administered,

after a corresponding amount of instruction, to the 1(3 group.

* New Hallo Everybody, by Axelsson-Knight-Sundin.
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Group E; comprised 24 classes when its members first entered grade 1.

As mentioned earlier, this group started English IA the spring tern

of grade 1. To begin with the instruction took the form of short les-

sons lasting 20minutes, with eva such lessons per week during_the

spring term of grade 1, three per week in grade 2 and so forth; see

Table 3. The teaching material compiled as part of the EPAL project

was used froa grade 1 to the autumn termed grade 3 inclusive. A

short description of this teaching material will be found enrage

Table 3. English lessons per week in groups El and 11:3, grades 1-6

grade 1,spr.
term

grade 2 grade 3 grade 4 grade 5 grade 6

El

to
2x20 min

-
3x20 min

.
4x20 min

4x20 min

4x20 min

4x20 min

3x40 min

4x40 min

3x40 ain

4x40 min

Classes for group El were automatically selected &liming an agreement

SS to which teachers were to take English from grade 1. All of these

teachers were qualified by the begluetilmg of the autumn term 1970 to

teach English.

WELEI
Grown started English IA the me"mal manner, i.e. In the autumn teem

of grade a, as per Lgr 69, and here to the EPAL textbook was used

to begin with. As with group El, instruction for the first terms took

the fora of 20-minute lessons; see Table 3. The classes in la have

been selectei to give a pupil composition bearing the closest possible

resemblance to that of group El. This has been arranged by selecting

parallel classes from the ssse schools or sehml samesent areas as

the El classes, wherever possible. Failiag parallel classes, classes

have been selected from other sthools with similar recruitment con-

ditions. Group 13, like group El, initially comprised 24 classes.

B. Group 1(2

Group 1.2 comprises the remaining VitsterAs classes of pupils who start-

ed school in the autumn tene of 1970, i.e. the thirty-seven grade 1

classes remaining after the deduction of the El and KS classes.

Like pomp I3, group 1.2 started Engli0 in grade 3, following the

48 Lgr 69 time schedules, but unlike groups El and KS this group is

using a ccamercially available teaching material, tiewbUllo Everv-
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bodyit, for the whole of the experimental period. Wavirements in Engliih

are being ktpt to a minima in group X2. Ihus no Ergliih tests are includ- .

ed in grades 3 and 4. Ile first tests to be administered are e MAW of

treup tests g-,1 grade S.

Grmip X2 plays an important part as a control group for El and 1(3. These

moo grays can be regarded as experimental grcraps in the sense that Engliih

is taught there in special conditions and the groups are subjected to close

attention frma the project in the form of frequent measurements in Englith,

observations and visits, information meetings and so on. In other wywds

El and 1(3 are not being taught English in perfectly normal circumstances.

On the other band the English teaching conducted in group 1(2

fy as fairly representative of "the teaching of English under normal con-

ditIone.

Ile 1(2 classes also serve the very important purpose of acting as recep-

tion classes for pupils moving into VasterAs. One very difficult problem

in a protracted study of this kind is thst of keeping the experimental

classes intact. Ihe admission of new pupils into these classes naturally

tends to disrupt the design of the experiment, especially if the propor-

tion of newpopils in the classes grows large. Under an agremnent with the

VIsterAs education authorities, hy*Tver, new arrivals have to the greatest

possible extent been placed in 1C2 classes and it has been possible to limit

the numbers of new pupils in groups El and 1(3.

C. Grain Ki

Group Kits English studies are based on a combination of the Lgr 62 and

Lgr 69 time schedules sanctioned by special interim regulations issued by

the National Board of Education"; cf. 'fable 2. This English studies be-

gin in grade 4 with 2.1 periods per week, continuing in grades S and 6

with 4 periods per week. Thus group XI studies English for a Vaal of 11

periods per week in grades 4-6, which is one period per week less than the

other groups in the EPLL investigation. For this reason, and alsc. because

A Cf. page 43. Ibis is me same teaching material to which groups El and
13 change after their intrcductory period using the EPAL teaching
material.

rot CUrrent News frmi the National Board of Education, 1969/70:7, p. 7.
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it starts English later than the other groups, group El is parti-

cularly interesting with reference to EPAL's main topic of inquiry

concerning the effects of different time schedules for the teaching

of English.

Grown comprises pupils Erma the generation utich startei in grade

1 in the autumn of 1969. To avoid the collection of unnecessarily

large quantities of data, a.selection was made of abcut.half the

total number of classes in the urban area of UsterAs Sched Ddstrict.

This selection was made on a random basis in each school management

area and the resultant saeple coaprised 29 classes.

yable 4. Experimental groups for the MAL project in VAsteris

startel
school

designs-
tion

no.classes start-
1

ing school
English
lesson

English teaching
materials to begin with

aut.'69 Kl 29 gr 4-6:11 ppy no

aut.'70 K2 37 SX 3-6:12 ppd no

aut.'70 X3 24 gr 3-6:12 ppw yes

aut.'70 El 24 gr 1-6:12 ppw yes

Summit

The above table provides a survey of the experimental groups taking

part in the project in Wisteris. Faar different groups of pupils are

being studied. Together groups K2, X3 and El comprise all the pupils

who started school in the autumn tera of 1970, except for special

classes. The total weber of pvi.ils In these groups in the school

yew 1970/71 was roughly 1.800. The number of pupils in 1(1 in 1969/70

was upwards of SOO.

MO OF COMPARLSWI

A. English

P.1

The cffects of the English time schedules used in the EPAL experiment

on the pupils' lasowledge and skills in the subjoa will be studied

prbaarily by coaparinggrtups El and K3. Relatively comprehensive

measurements are being tmdertaken on a number Of ocCasions or points

of comparison (Sw. abbreviation, ,1), and anumber of less compre-

hensive tests have been given to the experimental classes ingrown

and X3 on several occasions during the introductory terms of English.
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I. !blots-Of 2aPfrinit

The first point of °caparison - JPI - comes at the transition fruit the EPAL

teaching arterial to a ommercial ems, which in both grows occurs after

3 of the total ow 12 &gild periods par week at junior and middle levels;

See Figure 4. In group El, al SOWS SA the end of the Satan Main

grade 3 after four terms of English.

Halfway through She English instruction for the junior and middle levels

of amprehensive school (i.e. after 6 grade-week periods), JP2 comes at the

end of the atom term of grade E in gm*

Grade I Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade S Grade 6 ...Grade 9

CCeiV. W.X0

MMI I 7:W r#V
JP point of °caparison

.
0

. .

Pim' 4. Points of comparison for English in experimental groups El and
K3.

JP3 at the end of grade 6 is a very important staming up point for evalua-

tion purposes, because by this time the pupils in the thu grcups have had
the seam neither of English periods, added to which they are the same age.
At the previous points of comparison, the group 13 pupils are always some-

what older when tested than the group 1 pupils, which explicates and de-

tracts Erma the interpretation of the results.

A further point of comparison is planned for the end of grade 9. If the

results of the measurements in junior and middle levels indicate that a

=Morison in grade 9 %amid be useful, and if the project has the resources

for this purpose, a further measurement of this kind may also be under-

taken.



II. Ntasuraments during the introductogy

During the first terms of English, while the EPAL teaching:material

was,being used in groups El and 13 , teacher-directed listening compre-

hensicm tests utre conducted in thevarious classes °teach group

on four occasions. TUo individual tests were also curie:loot, in-

V011ing a random sample of about 44 per cent of the pupils in each

group. Mese tests, conducted tyspecial examiners, utre principally

aimed at charting the pupils' speech pmcduction and general pro-

nounclation skill. All tests have as far as possible been given to

the various experimental groups after the sampan:Mt of English

instruction; see Figure 5, infra.

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

IlIor*Wrdv4MW474Ta r.ren

I. 1.

t a listening ccaprehension tests, numbered 1-4

lie' individual tests, I-11

the EPAL teaching material

a comeercially available teaching material

Figure 5. Ntasurements during the introductcmy phase of English
in groups El and 13.

IlL classreog 2h:serrations

Classmate observations of English lesscms in groups El and 13 were

every important neans of studying the varicus effects of different

time schedules. Since the El pupils started English three terms ear-

lier than the 13 pupils and were thus shalt 1.5 years younger on

average, there is reason to anticipate saaewhat different teaching

processes. Thepurpose of the classroom observations is to chart

any differences occurring in the teaching rmocess betteertgroups El

and 13 when they are studying the same part of the course and using

exactly the same materials, but when the 13 pupils are abcut a year
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older than the El pupils; see figure 6.

El

Grede 1 tirade 2 Grade 3

weelm 16-22(9.4-27.0

1C3 I 1--w.-1
web 1S-21(18.4-26.S)

Figure 6: Systematic claasroce observations of the English teaching
procfts in experimental grcups El and E3.

The observation period fot all classes in the two groups colorises seven

20-mdrate lesuons starting with lessca iii in the EPAL teaching material.

In group El this perioi came during the spring term of grade 2, while in

group 10 it caw during the spring term of grade 3. The observations were

made by trained observers using an observation schedule dram t.1) in ac-

cordance with a previously tested procedure*.

E.Lind.la

As previu.isly intimated, K1 and K2 are also included to same extent in the

evaluation of the English teaching results. The results of all groups (El,
Kl, KZ end (3) in the grade 6 standatdized achievement tests In English

will be utilized. It should also be possible for K1 se X2 to given those

parts of the test battery for 13 and El at JP3 which are sufficiently gen-
eral to the language content of the teaching materials used in these two

groups. A weber of tests directly designed for the measurement of the

pupils' command of the languagematerial occurring in the 1(2 sal K1 times

may also be considered; see Figure 7.

A Lena Rehnstrea, B.A., will be in charge of that pen of the VAL project
concerning studies oi English teaching processes in different condition
through the medium of classroce observations, Cf. page 61.
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Grade 4

K3

K2

K1

JP Z

Grade S Grade 6

test batteries at JP2 and JP3

M parts of test batteries at JP2 and JP3

K
1-2

test battery for comparison of Kl and K2

Figure 7. Comparative measurements in English involving groups
K1 and it2.

Apart free these measurenents, measureaents have also been conduct-

ed in group K2 at JP2, where certain parts of the test battery for

El and K3 have been used. The purpose of this measurement has been

to arrive at a comparison - admittedly a rough one - of K3 ammi 1C2

in order to capture any effects due to gra.tp K3 having been subjected

to relatively close attention and to certain experimental arrange-
awns (such as that of a special teaching material folbxed by the

adoption of another teaching material).

B. Swedish, mathematics and attitudes

Measurements of knowledge and skill in Swedish and mathematics and

of attitudes to these subjects ani schooling generally are being

carried out on the whole of the generation pf itilsteras pupils that

started school in the autism of 1970 (i.e. everirental groups El,
E2 and K3), as per the following timetable.
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Grade 1 Grade 2 Grede 3 Grade .4 Grade S

Sl.i

Grede 6

MILINEERMILMILMI
ii al

iNw141.Att. Sw./4a.Att. Swalk*Att. Sw. Att. Sw, Att. Sw.Ma.Att.

Sw. =Swedish test

Ma. =Mathmaatics test

Att.= Attitude test

IIINEL1.14easurements concerning &Palish, mathematics and attitudes
in experimental groups El, 6.2 and L.

All of these verb= tests are taken at the end ofthe spring tern of each

grade ander* administered by the teachers taking the various classes*.

On most of these occasions it has been passible to useexisting tests. For

instance, all that is done in grades 3 snd 6 is to collect the results of

standardized achievement tests inSWedish and mathematics. Any effeCts de-

riving frog different English time schedules should of course bemanifest-

ed above all by results in Swedish tests.

lb some extent, group K1 has also be subjected to measurements resembling

those undertaken in groups El, K2 and 1(3. The Swedish tests and attitude

tests were administered at junior level. Swedish standardized achievement

test results and pupil attitudes are dile to be collected in grade 6.

CONTROL VARDWAV$

A. Type of design

The type of design employed for the EPAL survey can be described as a quasi-

experimental design, using the terminology ofCampbell and Stanley (Camp-,

bell 6 Stanley in Gage,1962). It differs free a purely experbaental design

*The age excepthmn is provide' ty the ind4vidual reading tests in DLS
(diagnostic resing and writing tests in Swedish) in grade 1, which have
been attended ty clinic teachers.
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in that the individuals in the experimental groups have not been

divided between the various experimental conditions through randnR-

ization. Thu the °separability of the experimental groups is a

major problem of quasi-experimental studies. In the present case,

for instance, it is questionable whether the pupils have been

evenly distributed between the various experimental groups in

terms of ability amd social background. One of the drawbacks to

a quasi-experimental design is that one has to take into account

the possibility of differeaces in the above respects and others

besides, lids means that the equivalence of the groups has to be

checked on points which may conceivably ke of critical importance

in the cermet. 7he amount of data to be collected increases ac-

cordingly, and statistical processing too beoxnes We extensive

and complex. However, there are statistical methods which can be

resorted to in order to cope with the problems of lacl of con-

parability between experimental groups.

Quasi-experimental designs do not exclusively entail disadvantages

compared with true experimental designs. One advantmle is that the

situation investigated is often far more realistic then in the

case of Mere artificial experiments in a laboratory situation.

lids makes it easier to generalize one's findings with reference

to the reality one is ultimately concerned with. Nbreover it is

often nemssarpin educational research - more particularly in

school research - to let experiments take places in naoural

surroundings, which in the present case means in school; amd it

is hardly feasible then to go to such lengths as to distribute

pupils at random betweet different experimental groups.

O. Choice of control variables*

7he need for an assurance oi the comparability of the EPAL experi-

mental groups is not confined to tie initial phase. Since the

EPAL study will take et least six school years, the groups will

have to be continuously monitored for changes Ina maker of

respects, because as time eoes on their composition is bound to

Stagy a general and somewhat preliminary description will be
attempted here. Amore detailed account will be Oven in sub-
sequent reports.
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change. Due trong other things to thimobility of the pupil cadre and to

class regroupings between junior and middle level and, tom:am:extent,

between grades, the experimental group will comprise a variable number

of classes of variable size and composition from one year to another.

Considerable changes are also to be expectodwith regard to the teachers'

service, due among other things to sickness, sabbatical love, transfers,

/elemigration and emigration and so on.

The above considerations refer to variable external coniitions affecting

the experimental groups. Another possible difference here of fundamental

importance naturally concerns the teaching ability of teachers and the

learning ability of their pupils where foreign languages are concernoi.

Thus it is every *orient point of principle for the English :aching

proficiency of the teachers to be charted in NW way*. *ere the pupils

are concerned, an investigation will have to be made of any differences

between groups with regard to general ability and linguistic ability and

also, to some extent, with regard to various factors in the home environ-

ment whidh can influence the disposition of the individual to learn a

foreign language, though home factors are probably a great deal less im-

portant here than in cases where homework is involved.

iiith a view to exploring the pupils linguistic ability, consideration

was given within the project to the possibility of using especial lin-

guistic:ability test. For various reasons, however - above all for lack

of suitable tests° - these taalls were abandoned. Instead the results of

school readiness tests from the first period of schooling were taken as a

general measure of ability. A new ability measurement was undertaken in

the spring term of grade 4 to obtain a more up to date measurement of

pupil ability attaiddle level. The teachers in the various classes com-

prising groups El, K2 and K3 administered six sub-tests from DdA (a dif-

ferential ability test) to all the pupils in their classes; see Table S.

A Unfortunately, no direct measurement of English teaching proficiency is
possible in the present case. An assessment of teachers in the teaching
situation by several independent and qualified observers had been
planned as part of the peoject but had to be shelved, mainly for finan-
cial reasons. The close steering effected by the textbooks witl probably
reduce the significance of the teacher factor here, while on the other
hand certain data, such as teaching proficiency ratings years of ser-
vice, type of English qualifications etc. can be utilized to form an
indirect assessment of English teaching proficiency.

tit MKT (Elementary Fonm of Modern Language Aptitude Ust) by Carroll and
Smoon might hoe been suitable, but it would hove had to be translated
and adapted to Swedish conditions first.
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Table S. Ability tests taken by 11,e DAL experimental groups in
Vasterds.

grade 1, beginning of aut.term graJe 4, mid -autumn

El

KS

KZ

Kl

School readiness test

School realness test

School readiness test

School readiness test

Ditik

DBA

DBA

-
_1

A questionnaire was constructed and distamated to parents in order

to chart factors in the pupils' home environments having a bearing

on their acquisition of skill in a foreign language. However, adverse

circumstances led to a very high drop-out rate, and it is extremely

doubtful whether the results from the remaining questionnaires can

be used*. Social class identity does at least provide a very rough

summarization of factors in the home envirounent which may beef

relevance here, and some form of social class detennination may

thetefore be used within the project for lack of a bettur and more

refined measuring InStrUMent.

The following table summarizes the fields In which one Or more

control variables ere being used or may be used under the EPAL

project.

Table 6. Sumvary of fields in which control variables are being
used or may cane to be used under the EPAL project.

Teachers Pufils

"External conditione Teacher absenteeism,
stiff chases

-
Class compositban
and transfers within
the pupil cadre

"Internal conditions" English teaching
praficiency

Linguistic ability,

factors in the home
ommlucive ta the
acquisition of a
second language

Cvd)fatout 40 per cent replied to the questionnaire. A negative
reaction to certain questions, which were perhaps considered
intrusive, led a amber of parents to protest to the Vlaterds
headmasters and edUcation authorities against the questinnaire.
llrenegative attitude towards the questionnaire probably gained
wider currency as a result of a number of articles on the subject
in the press.
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fitCOIN MVAVIAL-DESIGN

A. Teachia tevialreouiyeaents

In planning the VAL project, it WRS assumed that a certain amount of
English teaching material would have to be constructed. There are iany

reasons for special teaching material being required with tbe design adopt-

ed for the project. Firstly, if teaching 0=1.4 in rade 1 it is bound to ,

be very different frail the Englimh ttaching which starts in grade 4 or.

grade 3. One very great difference is that in the latter case the pupils'

reading and writing abilities in their oat longue*: have already reached

a level making it possible for leading ard writing to be intro:bared fairly

soon in the second language as well. This is not so with the grade 1 pupils,

who are in the process of acquiring their basic reeding and writing skilli.:
The general maturity ant interests of the your.g .r. pupils are a further

reason why beginners' taterial in English Mond be designed samewhat dif-
ferently from the corresponding material for pupils who are two or three

years oldeA

Secondly, it was thought that the teaching material produced as part of the

Project could help to reinforce control of the teaching process. A detail-
ed and quite closely steered teacher's guide should hell) to limit varia-

tions in the influence exerted on the instruction by individual teachers.

In other words, English teaching mould presmably be made relatively uni-

fonm as between the different classes and groups.

Another reason for designing special teaching material under the project

concerned the group of teachers who were to teach English from grale 1.

Since for obvious reasons (English had not previously been taught at junior

level) this group of junior level teachers could only have bad very limit-

ed experience of teaching English, beginners' material ieded which

woad give these teachers a maximum of support. This support cculd be given

via the exhaustive teacher's guide, an abundance of tape recordings of
authentic English voices and so on.

B. Premises of teaching material desitn

Lgr 69 was one of the obvious starting Points for Planning WM:ma* in-
corporating as it did the general goals of the teaching of English and the

a When the teaching materials for the project imre being planned, the hely
commercially available beginners' material was for grade 4, but sone of
this material was in the prat ,3s of being adapted for use in grade 3.
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min items of English studies at junior level (for grade 3). Lgr 69

aIso contains sothodological instructions =dements, and it is

accompanied by a supplemort containing further instructions regarding

teaching methods for English. in designing teaching material for the

project, consideration also had to be given to what are termed the

overriding goals.

The observations already made concerning the characteristics of pu-

pils and teachers were another of the premises applying to work on

English teaching material for the project. Thus for the sake of the

pupils it was judged appropriate to include a great deal of illustrat-

ed material as well as songs, games and other activating exercises.

The pupils" pronunciation had to be modelled primarily on tape record-

ings of English voices.

The planning of the teaching material was also based on a detailed

review of existing English teaching materials for beginners, with

particular reference to disposition and principles of design. The

advantages and disadvantages of the various teaching materials were

then discussed at length by the reference group.

Another very important fcundation of the continuing work on the

construction of teaching materials was provided by the surveys of

literature on the teaching of foreign languages compiled as part

of the project*.

C. Material coaponents and the main_principles of the teaching

material

A very brief description will here be given of the teaching macerial.

A more exhaustive presentation is to be found in Janson 5 9.mdin (1973),

"The intrcduction af reading in English at the junior level. A study within

the EPAL project" and in Jain= (1975), "Learning to 'read English" (pre-

liminary title - report in preparation).

The EPAL material is divided into four parts - one for each of the first

four terms of English in group El. The first three parts include the

following componenets: a) an exhaustive teacher's guide, b) overhead

transparencies, c) tapes, d) A4 format flanellograph pictures,

e) flash cards, f) work book. Part 4, which entails the introduction of

* Per Malmberg was the author of several mesesranda based on reviews of
literature, including "Memorandum concerning the choice of language
situations" and "Memorandum for the CongtrUCtion of teaching materials."
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reading, also includes text overlays for the overhead transparencie...

One of the main principles of the teaching:material is the Stactionality

of the language aaterial, which along other things implies that teaching

is based on the language used in natural everyday situations. One im-

portant consequence of this prirchlle is that activitiosareeasily crest-

ed; quiz gales, songs and staple drastizations are frequent elements in

the highly systematic and exhaustive method instructions accompanying the

material. Because the language material is functional and conducive to

activity, and because it has also been chosen with am eye to the pupils'

interests, it should have a. highly positive effectontheir motivation.

It is also worth mentioning that the teaching material is characterized

by a careful phonetic introduction and a relatively moderate vocabulary

during the introductory stage.

D. Transition to comnercially available teachim materials

It has already been explained why the production of teaching materials un-

der the preject did not continue beyond the fourth termmaterial for group

El. When the EPAL project started, the intention NIS for teaching material

production to continue at least some little way further, but the cost of

this aspect of project activities had been underestimated. Although the

EPAL teaching materials were produced by relatively simple, "pre-industrial"

methods, the various components were relatively expensive owing to the

limited edition.

Ihus the econcmic frmses of the project made it necessary for another, pre-

existing body of material to be adopted after the EPAL material had been

used for the first three grade-week periods of English. Ansley was there-

fore made of cannercially available materials for grades 3-6. Great im-

portance was attached to the choice of material whose aetbods and main

principles of design reseabled those of the EPAL material as closely as

possible. It was particularly important to make sure that structures and

vocabulary in the material to be adopted were more or less in harmony with

the content of the EPAL material. Otherwise there was a danger of much of

the basic progress accruing from the introductory teaching being lost.

New Hallo Everybody was found to be the only material adequately meeting

these requirenents. By agreement with the Wisteris education authorities,

the experimental classes in groups El and K3 were enabled to use this ma-
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terial follcwing,their introductory studies using the EPALmateriaik.

Various steps wore taken to ease the process of transition between the

two sets armorial. Thus the final part of the EPAL material taken

the form of transitional matcrial featuring among other things an

intro:Wet:on of tbe persons portayed in hallo Everybody. Supplementary

material was also campiled for the revision of certain portions of

the content of the EPAL material.

SUBSIDIMY MILS UNDER EPAL

As was mentioned in the introduction (page ), a number of subsidiary

problems with varying degrees of proximity to the general problems of

the project could gradually be discerned. Since the EPAL project is

concerned with a fairlymanifOld research task, division into sub-

sidiary studies was a natural recourse.

All Of the subsidiary studies are related to the main purpose of the

EPAL project, although consideration is also given to separate prob-

lems.

The study entitled "Pronunciacionmmasurements under the EPAL pro-

ject" which is led by Lillemor Lenin B.A. has an important faction

to perform in the comprehensive study of the effects of the various

English time schedules* because research and debate concerning the

early cannencenent of foreign laaguage study have indicated that it

is above all pronunciatice that benefits from the early start; cf.

Carroll, 1963.

lhe classrcom observations of English teaching conducted under the

leadership of Lena RehnstrOm B.A. are highly important because tbey

have made it possible to chart the actual progress of teaching. The

point is that, without a control awl= has actually happened during

the teaching pcocess, the effects of teaching are difficulc to inter-

pret, since the cause of a particular result CaMMX then be known

with any certainty.

bunigrant children are a group which was thought fru the very outset

to merit special attention. le view of tbe relatively complex linguis-

* As mentioned previously, the K2 started using New Hallo Everybody
in grade 3.
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tic situation of imnigrent children, consideration has V) be given to the

problems whiMhinay arise due to the early Introduction of English teaching.

The study of the introduction of English reading does not have the sane

direct link with the general purpose of the EPAL project as the other sub-

sidiary studies but was occasioned more by the problems of nethcd which

had to be solved during the constructionof the EPAL teaching material.

Thus a theoretical and highly systematic mcde. far the introduction of

reading was developed by the authors of the teachingnoterial. The nmiel

was tried out in group El and was found to function well (vid. Janson,

B. and Sundin, K. Tiw introduction of English reading at junior level, a

sub-study under the EPAL project. Deparummt of Educational Research, Upp-

sale School of Education. Report NO. 38, 1973). This Investigation was con-

tinued with the creation of the LIhM project for a closer review ofvar-

ious problems connected with the introduction of reading.

The following brief descripticas of the abovementioned subsidiary studies

have been contributed by the various researchers.

PRONUNCIATZON MEASIMENENTS URDU THE EMI PROJECT

by Lillemor Lewren

Coe reason for the early comnencement of foreign language studies is that

ability to acquire a more native pronunciation is supposed to vary Inver-

say with the age at which the child begins to study the second language.

This supposition is partlytosed upon thenuncrcus observations of /emi-

grant children acquiring a native pronunciation more rapidly than their

parents. Hence the interest devoted te measurements of pronunciation for

the purposes of the ESN, project. Accordingly one of the anticipated bene-

fits of early English studies concerns the pupils' pronunciation.

ile purpose of the proninciatiOnmeasurements is to study the promincia

tion ability of children taking Tart in the EPAL project. This is being

done

a) through comparative studies of the experimental and control grasps,
which started English indifferent grades

b) through longitudinal studies of the pupils' pronunciation development.

Problems

1. Axe there any qualitative differences between the pronunciation of

children starting English in grade 1 and those starting in gra& 3? 4
2. What exactly is meant by goad or bed Emilia pronunciation? Can anydif-
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ferences be established between the groups in this respect?

3. Howrdoos Pronunciation develop in the different groups?

Proislem 1 will be investigated by means of a global analysis in

which the ability of the:pupil to pronounce English words and

phrases will be assessed by Englishmen in terms of how 'English'

the pupils' pronunciation sounds to them.

Problem 2 will be studied by means of a mgmental analysis where-

by pupils **lose pronunciation is rated good or bad inthe global

analysis will be further analysed with respect to phoneme pro-

nunciation and intonation. Ihe findings thus obtained are expect-

ed to show why a particular prommciation is experienced as good

or bad by Ehglishaen, and can thus be regarded as a criterion

analysis.

Unity also be Fossible us relate these findings to the English

time allocations for group 11 and group K respectively.

Problem 3 will be investigated on a longitudinal basis. Men

all the pram:dation tests have been administered to the experi-

mental and control group - after grade 6 at the earliest - cer-

tain groups from the experimental and control groups respectively

will be analysedmore closely with reference to different aspects

of pronunciatien skill. lhelindings are expected to show how b

,prommciatItedWvolops in different extreme grteps and hoer dif-

ferences arise between groups as a result of their different ages

when introduced, for instance, 02 new sounds in the fonsign lan-

guage.

The pronunciation measurements from this subsidiary projeci should

lead to the development of educational aids for the teaching of

pronunciation.
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=MATZ CtASSROON OLIEWATIONS usan Tre ne away

by Lana RehnstrEs

SIMet
knew surveys coopering, for instance, different teaching methods, the

findings have not been sufficiently relatable to a close knowledge of the

actual teaching process.

Che of the important concerns of the VAL project has been to investigate

how teaching has neurally been arranged in the classroua, i.e. how teach-

er, pupils and teaching material have interacted. The design of the EMI.

project, with its closely steered teaching materials, has provided unique

opportunities of carrying out systematic observations. Thus a study has

beenmade of teaching with the same subject matter in El and 13, where the

pupils are of different ages.

hoese_of sibeavasign studies

1. Al comparison of the intensions of the teaching as stated in the teach-

er's guide for the EPAL material and the actual teaching situation.

In these observation studies, the plan is to compare teaching in&

and 13 during a series of seven lessons.

2. Does the teaching situation in which the EPAL material is used differ

from a teaching situation involving the use of conventional teaching

material?

3. How do various frame factors influence the way in which teachers design

their insvorctice? There may conceivably be variations of teaching

style despite the use of closely steered teaching material. Variations,

of this kind maybe caused by the interaction of factors on the part

of teachers, pupils and the external environment.

4. The development of a methodology for observation studies. As mentioned

earlier, the survey situation is well demarcated in terms of subject

natter, survey groups and mode of illstriCtion, and this has led to the

development of a methodology for observation studies of closely steered

teaching materials.
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IINIGHANI CHILDREN AND THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES UNDER

THE vAz PROJECT
by Lennart Line 11

Immigrant children were i group which it was initially expected

could rmesent problems in the EPAL project. Mere was the possi-

bility of these children encountering linguistic pmoblems as a

result of being introduced to another latlanege besides Swedish

while they were only invade 1. For some pupils the resultant

' situation would te so complicated that they would have to nego-

tiate four different languages. Cal the other hand it could te

said thatthe new foreign languagewas a field of knowledge in

which immigrant children and Swedish children were equally plac-

ed and where immigrant children wild also beetle to hold their

own, instruction being provided exclusively in the new language.

ihe purpose of this subsidiary study under the EPAL project can

therefore be said to be the same as that of the project as a

mdalet, namely a comprehensive investigation of the effects of

axrragements involving different time allocations, though in

this case attentionils confined to bailor= children, a longi-

tudinal study being Bade of their school achievements in Swedish

and asthematics and of any changes in their attitudes to different

subjects and to school generally.

Ihe survey group can be defined in various ways, depending on the

purpose involved. For the purpose of this study, the following

dent:Mathes been adopted: "Immigrants are persons living in,

Sweden who were torn nbroad, or persons living here, born here

tut having one or two parents born in another country.

With this definition, all pupils uto can be expected in anyway

to be linguistically affected byerxxxantering several languages

dtring their childhood and adolescence have been included in

the survey group. For purposes of further analysis it will then

be posSible, using other criteria, to select smaller groups with

special living conditions.
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by liso Janson

taxei reading was introkcted in the EPA project eVerdnentel Pool) in
the am= tea of 1972, an evaluation was uniertaben of the soda which
had been constructed for this purpose*.

As to* cft the interpretation of the findings proceeded, several issues

arose which in turn led lo Janson to embark on a closer study of the process

of learning to read, with particular emphasis onwhat could be relevant

to the process of learning to read a second language at elementary schccd

level.

The main purpose of the study carried nut in VIsteris during the =tome
1973 was to investigate the importance of the pupils being enabled in

speech practice to make active use of the words and phrases which ther sub-

sequently encounter in writing. Am-sump& effect of this kind may be ge-

neral or eIse specific to certain groups of pupils. It is possible, for in-

stance, that speeth practice is only important to pupils with spoor audio-

lingual command of the language or to rupils who have had difficulty in

learning to read their native language. The effects may conceivably be

manifested in performance regarding reading comprehension or reeding aloud,

and also in attitudes to reading instruction.

Cne practical adm of this study is to arrive at conclusions concerning the

design of teacher education and the construction ofmaterials for the teach-

ing of foreign languages as elementary level, with particular regard to

the encounter of linguistic Iow Performers with the printed word.

The analysis so far made of the measurements carried out in Aristeris during

the automa of 1973 have not yielded any uneclivocal results. Further pro-

cessing and analysis are in progress, and the findings obtain,' will be

presented in the final report which is now in preparation.

* The results of this evaluation have been presented in Jammon-Sundin4973
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